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THE MADNESS OF THE E.E.O.C.

W

ITH REPUBLICANS in Con- not come into regular contact. with othgress making a mess even of er employees.
mtemal squabbles, it is ad"Over the course of several weeks,
mittedly hard to picture them manag- he has come to work appearing ining the executive branch competently. creasingly disheveled. His clothes are
On the other hand, for a ready example ill-fitting and often have tears in them.
of why it is important that Republicans He also has become increasingly antifind their sea legs quickly, just have a social. Co-workers have complained
look at the latest nonsense emanating
from the Democrat-controlled Equal that when they try to engage him in
Emplo:trnent Op- casual conversation, he walks away or
portunity Com- gives a curt reply. When he has to talk
to a co-worker, he is abrupt and rude.
mission.
When Con- His work, however, has not,suffered.
''The employer's company handgress passed the
Americans With book states that employees should
Disabilities Act in
1990, everyone ====-,====;,,;;~,-,-,;·
understood that
the legislation
was intended to
ensure equal opportunity, where
MONA
reasonably
possi11
CHAREN
l:1
ble, for the physically impaired.
OU!'·' ·
But as some
•y;
JiA}?:J'
(your humble col< } }'
umnist included) predicted at the time,
the effects of the ADA have gone far
~~;
beyond the benevolent intentions of its
/j::hai;l(~~t;.,byf!ll\ljQ[f'.J
designers.
_dt<',,,=.-,,;clf;>''0' ' :::;';:c:'\,,.·.,_ '.~/--l ··-'::J>->.:,::+:,:,-~:,,,,.):-'
In the past year, ·the EEOC has is- >:~ll .P.~l.'&qll~ . •· • · · ·
sued guidelines for employers on how
to handle employees with mental dis;;..;,;.. ·..;w;,;;.7n·:c-.,., /.;
:IY9
abilities under the ADA. As the guidelines make clear, incluclli)g mental disabilities within the coverage of a civil- have• a· neat appearance at all times.
rights bill has accomplished nothing The handbook also states that employless than to undermine our traditional ees should be courteous to each other.
understanding of character, behavior When told that he is being disciplined
· for his appearance and treatment of coand personal responsibility.
"May an employer discipline an in- workers, the employee explains that
appearance 'llld demeanor deteriodividual with a (mental) disability for his
rated
because of his disability, which
violating a workplace conduct · stan- was exacerbated
during this time.
dard if the misconduct resulted from a
'"The dress code and co-worker courdisability?" asks the EEOC. The an- tesy rules are not job-related for the poswer is no. The EEOC provides an ex- sition in question or consistent with
ample of the problem:
business necessity because this employ"An employee with a psychiatric ee has no customer contact and does not
disability works in a warehouse load- come into regular contact with other
ing boxes onto pallets for shipment. employees. Therefore, rigid application
He has no customer contact and does of these rules would violate ADA."

Understand what this means. The
EEOC is saying that if the employee in
question were disciplined in any way,
he would have a cause of action
against his employer.
Note that the guidelines do not
specify the mental disability in question. But elsewhere, the EEOC has
made clear that anything listed in the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
will qualify. There are no fewer than
374 psychiatric disorders listed in the
latest edition of the DSM. These include obsessive-compulsive disorder,
post-traumatic stress disorder, o~positional-defiant disorder, and avo1dantpersonality disorder.
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with the EEOC alleging discrimination
on grounds of mental disability than
any other basis save one (back trou-

blehe ADA requires that employers
make accommodations for those with
disabilities. The EEOC has ruled that
these may include time off, a modified
work schedule or physical changes to
the workplace, like soundproofing or
visual barriers.
· ··
But while EEOC has been pushing
America's employers into cuckoo-land,
the courts (surprise~ have been applying the brakes. The Wall Street Journcil reports that around the nation,
courts are rejecting exactly the kinds
of mental-impairment discrimination
claims the EEOC endorses.
· Still, the EEOC alone can give
employers massive headaches. Gee,
there's a thought. Perhaps the headaches can be diagnosed as persistent government-stupidity syndrome, for which employers can sue
the EEOC.
• cntaton svndlcatt. Inc.
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Higher ed reform
creates a messy
state bureaucracy
Alexander Graham Bell sent the first
telegraph message, "What hath God
wrought?" With regard to Gov. Paul Patton's new higher. education system, the
question is, "What hath Paul wrought?"
A cursory look at the "new governance" organizational chart shows a bureaucratic structure that would embarrass
Rube Goldberg. For example, the president
of Somerset Community College must report up through three different channels
and 12 government levels to get to the
apex of the system - his eminence, the
governor.
In that process, he will report to the
large bureaucracies surrounding (1) the
chancellor of the UK Community College
system, (2) the UK president, (3) the new
president of the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System, (4) the new
president of the Council on Post-Secondary
Education. -He will also have to report to or
though six different boards or advisory
groups.
Previously, community college presidents just had to pick up the phone and
call UK President Charles Wethington.
They could get an answer, whether they
liked the decision or not.
A quick count indicates Patton must
make, 599 appointments to this new structure, all presumably non-partisan. That'll
be a first in Frankfort. Now, the infighting
for turf will be fierce. But in addition, all
this staff at each level will be secondguessing, producing reports and gibberish
that will cost Kentucky taxp~yers millions.
This system would bog down a D-9
bulldozer in low gear. Who would ever try
to propose anything new or different in the
face of this structure? Hopefully, ,our salvation lies in something Sen. Eugene McCarthy once said, "The only thing that
saves us from the bureaucracy is its inefficiency."
J, TODD P'PODL
CHAIRMAN
FAYETTE COUNTY YOUNG REPUBLICANS

l.ExlNGTON
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'Funniest Professor'
speaks to EKU grads
An

I

-Eastern Kentucky University graduate who has
made a' ·career of humor told 600 graduates during. the
school's summer commencement yesterday that they
shouliflook for comedy in everyday life. "We must help
each 'otfier search for and find humor in our daily surroundings," said Carl Hurley, also known as "America's
Funniest ·Professor." "Humor is a bonding agent that·
help~ :hg\d people together," said Hurley, who left a faculty· pcisition at EKU in 1982 to pursue speaking and
entertaining full time. He has made several comedy albums and videos. Hurley also told graduates to keep in
touch..with each other. "Success is always something
we do,\\(ith someone else," he said. "So, stay in touch
with.y.our friends and your university." At yesterday's
ceremony, Eastern conferred 380 bachelor's degrees,
198 l))ll~.(er's degrees and 22 associate degrees.
I
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A comm.itm.ent

M

MSU president does right thing
by restoring scholarship to player
Morehead State University
President Ron · Eaglin has
done the honorable thing in
restoring the athletic· scholarship of former Mason
County High School basketball star Kyle Sherman. The
university and former basketball coach Dick Fick made
a commitment to Sherman
when they recruited him as a
high school senior, and just
because Sherman has .failed
to become the player for the
Eagles that the university
and he had hoped is no reason to abandon that commitment.
Shortly after replacing
Fick as Eagles basketball
coach this spring, former
University of Kentucky star
Kyle Macy announced that
he would not renew the athletic scholarships of Sherman, ·Heston Beverly and
Mark Spurlock, three players
who had contributed little to
a mediocre Morehead team
last season.
Sherman was the only one
of the three to appeal Macy's
decision, but his situation
differed from the other two.
Beverly and Spurlock were
both walk-ons to whom Fick
awarded scholarships after
they made the team. Their
scholarship status was always based on their ability

to play for the Eagles.
Not so with Sherman.
When MSU offered a scholarship to Sherman as a high
school senior and Sherman
accepted it, the deal was for
four years.
While saying Macy broke
no rules .iri revoking Sherman's scholarship, Eaglin
said reversing that decision
was "a matter of principle.
'Not playing well' was not
enough reason to pull a
scholarship."
Whenever a college player
is given a scholarship, the
university takes a risk that
the young athlete will not
live up to expectations. But
as long as a player obeys
team rules, shows up for
practices and continues to be
academically eligible to play,
the scholarship should remain.
Sherman, a junior, will not
play for the Eagles this year,
but he will continue to pursue a degree from the university. The effect of Eaglin's
ruling is that as long as Sherman remains in school,
Macy will have one less
scholarship to award to his
players. That may have a
slight impact on his recruiting, but that's the price of
keeping a promise to a player who didn't pan out.
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New NKU president starts, faces challenges
lITGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - A former Michigan educator took
over yesterday as the fourth president of Northern Kentucky University, facing issues that-include whether the school should field a
football team.
James Votruba, the former vice provost for univer.;ity outreach at
Michigan State University, replaced Leon Boothe, who retired a year
ago. It's the fillll time Votruba has been ·a college president.
"It's a big challenge," he said. "I'm excited about working with this
campus and trying to achieve some of that vision."
Votruba's challenges include getting funding for a· new science
center, working with a tight budget, and.determining whether NKU
should field a football teain.
. .
J!n)._ P~ston, chairmari of NKU!s bof!TI:I of ~ents, said there is
anticipation among students, staff, adm1rustration and the community. "This is one dynamic time for higher education, and I think all
those constituency ~ups feel we've got a top-notch per.;on to lead
us during this time, ' Poston said.
.
::·,/:!-•f

'

ore and
more, it
seems college athletics and
amateur sports are
no longer synonymous. With college
arenas adding luxury boxes, shoe contracts and exclusive marketing arrangements, -college sports is big business.
So what does that mean for the
so-called amatuer athlete who competes at these schools? Increasingly,
they're treated like professional athletes, minus the pay, of course. But
like a pro, they must go if they
don't produce.
.
We're glad to see at least one
college president restore some sanity to the athletics department.
Morehead State University President Ronald Eaglin overruled a decision by new basketball coach
Kyle Macy to revoke the scholarships of three players. One player,
Kyle Sherman, who fought the decision, will have his scholarship restored. "'Not playing well' was not
enough of a reason to pull a scholarship, Eaglin said.
Amen. ·
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NKU program delayed: Northern Kentucky Univetsity has put its proposed football program on hold.
Tl!Edecision, announced Friday, freezes the hiring of a
co~h for the program, which was to begin in 1999.
"ll'ft.not the death of football." said Jim Poston. NKC
Bcia?d of Regents chairman. "But we want a more indell!h analysis of cost, gender equity arid the effort
n~sary to have a successful program that wilJ- se~student and community support."
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Northern's regents put .
football proposal on hold

Murray arena to be completed by Decembe1

Associated Press
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS. Ky. Northern Kentucky University has put
its proposed footbail program on hold
until school officials can gather more
information on funding and other issues.
The decision announced Friday
freezes the hiring of a coach for the
program, which was to begin in 1999.
The school's search committee had
narrowed the field of 100 applicants
to four finalists.
"It's not the death of football," said
Jim Poston, NKU Board of Regents
ihairman. "But we want a more in:depth analysis of cost, gender equity
::and the effort necessary to have a
imccessful program that will secure
student and community support.
• "The last thing we want to do is put
3>ut a poor or mediocre product to the
:community and the students."
: Over faculty objections; regents
;:voted 7-2 in January to start an NCAA
-Division II non-scholarship football
.·program, approving a $20 student fee.
! Jim Votruba, who was named NKU
·:President in April and started the job
:Friday, has said he wants more infor-mation about football before proceed:ing.
· Two months ago, he asked the football coach search committee to delay
interviewing finalists. He wanted to
be involved in the selection and wanted to make sure the committee had
enough information, said Norlene Pomerantz, NKU's vice president for
student affairs.
Votruba hired two consultants, the
athletic directors at Northern Colorado and Central Missouri State, to review the football proposal. Last
month they spent 2½ days on campus.
Votruba said their preliminary findings raised serious questions. For example. one consultant said the stu-

dent fee might have to be raised to
$80 for the team to be competitive.
Votruba could not be reached for
comment, but he has said NKU will
not start a football program unless it
can be successful.
This fall regents will meet with the
-consultants anci decide whether NKU
will proceed with football.
The regents' football vote in Januray was contingent on community

support. Before starting a program. a
fund-raising team was to be. assembled to raise more than $1 million for
football and other athletic programs,
including women's teams.
Regents stipulated that the money
come from private sources. If the
community didn't support the-project.
they said, the football program would
be scrapped.
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The Daily lndepenaent,
Ashland, Kentucky,
Sunday, August 3. 1997
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$1.5 roi1Jion given

to MU jazz center
HUNTINGTON ' Businesswoman Joan C.
Edwards has contributed
$1.5 million toward
development of a Marshall
,University Center for Jazz
'Studies, President J. Wade
Gilley said.
The latest gift brings to
$5.5 million the amount .
contributed to Marshall by
the Huntingtonian and her
late husband, James.
The center to be added to
the east side of Marshall's
Fine arid Performing Arts
Center on Fifth Avenue will
cost about $2 million. The
university is funding the·
construction costs and
Edwards' gift will be used
to endow a jazz studies
program in the Department of
Music and an annual spring
jazz festival.
Edwards, an accomplished
jazz singer, was born in
London and moved with her
family to New Orleans when
she was 4. At age 11, she
began singing on WWL radio
and by the time she was 18
she was performing across
the country. She met her
husband, a Huntington
businessman. during a
singing engagement in
Pittsburgh.
She and her husband
operated the National
Mattress Co. and bought and
rejuvenated racetracks and
raced their own
thoroughbreds. James
Edwards died in 1991.
Edwards received the
Doctor of Humane Letters
degree in 1996 and the John
Marshall Medal for Ci vie
Responsibility in 1995.

MURRAY, Ky. - The long wait for a sports and convention are,
at Murray will end in December when the Regional Special Even
Center is expected to be completed.
The center at Murray State University already is drawing attentirn
Representatives of the Harlem Globetrotters, Disney on Ice and ti
World Wrestling Federation have contacted the facility's manag,
about using the center. Promotional packets will go out soon to pr,
spective users, and facility manager Shelley Todd hopes to have se
era! events lined up by the time the center opens. She said she e;
pects 90 to 130 events each year.
.
The center will be able to seat 8,342 people for basketball game
8,800 for concerts; and 9,200 for wrestling and similar events.
Then-Gov. Julian_ Carroll pledged a sports and convention arena t
Murray in 1978, but the state didn't approve sufficient financing unt
1994. Then construction didn't begin for two more years.
The project then encountered trouble when cracks were discovere
In the concrete foundation. The problems were corrected by the en
of last year.
Chris Kellogg of the state Finance and Administration Cabinet sai
that even with-construction set to end in December, bids still wi
have to be taken for equipment such as a movable basketball floe
and end zone seating,
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UofL offers new
retirement plan
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE - The University of Louisville's early-retirement offer to senior, tenured faculty members
- intended to give administrators more flexibility to
achieve goals - has drawn mixed reviews from pro•
lessors.
Humanities professor Joseph Slavin called the plan
a "very intelligent way of looking at a problem that all
universities face." But to Stow Chapman, an associate
professor of fine arts, "it's a joke."
The offer, approved at· a trustees' meeting last
week, would let up to 117 of UofL's 732 tenured, fulltime faculty members retire, collect one year's pay and
still be covered by Uofl..'s life and health insurance
plan until age 65.
Uofl.. President John Shumaker said the objective is
flexibility to carry out a 10-year plan to sharpen the
university's focus and boost its perfonnance in selected fields. Uofl.. needs to move faculty slots or the money they consume, but it can't do either until tenured
faculty retire, he said.
The buyout offer is open to faculty members
whose combined age and full-time, tenured years of
service will exceed 74 by June 30.
They must decide between Sept. 1 and Nov. l
whether to accept, and if too inany accept the offer,
only those with the highest combined numbers will be
chosen.
The early-retirement goal would increase retirements from tenured ranks, which Uofl.. officials say
typically number 15 to 18 a year.·
Slavin, 64, is eligible for the early-retirement option
and plans to consider it. He said it contains all the elements that make early retirement good for professors
and their university - including the option for Uofl..
to hire bac_k valued retirees on a temporary, nontenured basis.
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:Early-retirement
buyout divides
U of L professors
Plan would allow
faculty slots to shift
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal

The University of Louisville's
early-retirement offer to senior,
tenured faculty members strikes
humanities Professor Joseph Siavin as a ''very intelligent way of
looking at a problem that all universities face."
·
To Stow Chapman, an associate
professor of fine arts; "it's a joke."
Their reactions represent both.
ends of the spectrum of faculty response to the buyout offer. The of•
fer, approved at a trustees' meeting
Monday, would let up to 117 of
U of L's 732 tenured, full-time faculty members retire, collect one
year's pay and still be covered by
U of L's life and health insurance
plan until age 65.
The objective, U of L President
John Shumaker said, is flexibility
to carry out a 10-year plan to sharpen the university's focus and
boost its performance in selected
fields. U of L needs to move faculty
slots or the money they consume,
he said, but it can't do either until
tenured faculty retire.
The buyout offer is open to faculty members whose combined age
and full-time, tenured years of
service will exceed 74 by next June
30. They must decide between
Sept. I and Nov. I whether to accept, and if too many accept the
offer, only those with the highest
combined numbers will be chosen.
The early-retirement goal would
dramatically increase retirements
from tenured ranks, which U of L
officials say typically number
about 15 to 18 per year.
"I think it's a good idea ... but I
really can't judge how many peopie might take it," said Theresa
Butler, who is a trustee, a dental
school faculty member and chairwoman of the faculty senate.
Slavin, 64, is eligible for the early-retirement option and plans to
consider it. He said it contains all
the elements that make early retirement good for professors and
their university - including the
option for U of L to hire back valued retirees on a temporary, nontenured basis. "Universities have
to be renewed from below," and persueding senior faculty to retire helps
do that, Slavin said.
But history Professor Ann Allen
fears that tenured professors who retire will be replaced with teachers
who can't get tenure and that academic quality will suffer as a result.
Comments bi trustee T.W. Samuels
Jr., who on Monday likened tenured
professors to overfed cows, heighten
Allen's concern.
·
·
· But if the early-retirement plan
leads to the replacement of tenured
faculty with younger teachers on a
tenure track, "then I would have ·no
quarrel with it at all," she said. Allen,
53, said she is eligible to retire under
!lie plan but won't do so.
.

U of L Provost Carol Garrison said, only one year's pay in return?" he
"It is not the goal of the institution to said.
bring less-qualified faculty members
Uldis Streips; 55, a professor of mi•
in to replace the cummt faculty." But crobiology at the U of L School of
former U of L Provost Wallace Mann, Medicine, said his big worry about
who retired July I, said there prob- the early-retirement option is that
ably will be a reduction in tenured "some good people will take it and
faculty and more reliance · on term some bad people won't."
contracts.
He said some professors in their
Kentucky Council. on Postsecond- 70s ought to retire, but the buyout ofary Education figures show that last fer isn't likely to attract them befall, 80 percent of U of L's full-time cause, unlike faculty members under
faculty members were tenured or on a
tenure track. Among the faculty mem- age 65, they immediately would be
hers at all eight state universities, 88 cut from university health iru;urance.
Streips said he is eligible for the
percent· were tenured or eligible to
buyout but neither it nor any sweeearn tenure.
Chapman, 57, hasn't been on the tened offer would interest him "for
faculty long enou~ to qualify for the the simple reason that I absolutely enbuyout, but he said it wouldn't inter- joy what I'm doing, and I'm good at
est him, anyway. One reason it what I'm doing."
wouldn't appeal to maiiy professors,
be said, is the time it takes for savings
to build up in the university's retiremen! plan.
·
U of L music Professor Peter
McHugh, 58, is eligible for the buyout
but said he doubts he will consider it
The extra year's pay - payable over
two years under the buyout plan would carry him until age 60, but
then he would face a loss of income,
he said.
"So it would behoove me to stay in
there as long as I can" as a full-time
faculty member, he said. Mann, the
retired provost, said most U of L faculty members who qualify for the
buyout are full professors, who were
paid an average of $64,411 last academic year.
M£_H_ugh said colleagues in_ other
states are covered by university retirement plans that enable them to retire
comfortably once they have taught
long enough to become fully vested.
U of L's system, by contrast, "is an incentive to stay on, rather than to early
retire," he said.
U of L's retirement plan offers faculty and staff members several investment options and matches employee
savings with university contributions.
The University of Kentucky and
Northern Kentucky University have
similar investment-based retirement
plans.
Most faculty members at the other
five state universities are enrolled in
the Kentucky Teachers Retirement ·
System, Billy Hunt, the system's deputy executive secretary, said participating fa_culty mem_!>ers may retire
after 27 years and draw 54 percent of
the pay they received in their peak
earning years.
Faculty members at Ohio's state
universities become fully vested at 30
years of service, said Emil Sattler of
Columbus, Ohio, a retired Kent State
University professor. Several years
ago, the state offered to buy five
years' service time as an early-retire.ment inducement, and be took the offer, be said.
Sattler, a member of the American
Association of University Professors'
retirement committee, said he can see
the logic in U of L's attempt to gain
flexibility by vacating faculty seats.
But he sees no similar advantage for
eligible faculty members.
"How are tiiese people sul>POSed to
live, if they give up their job. and get
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Higher· ed reform to include new faces
Presidential posts
at schools open up
BY HOLLY E. STEPP
HERA~DER EDUCATION WRITER

By the. time the state's refonned
higher education system is up· and
running, half of the eight Kentucky
public universities will have new
presidents.
· ~dd that to the openings for
pr~idents at two community colleges and that figure becomes uncommon in a state where university presidents often serve a dozen or
"more years and turnover is low.
The vacancies include:
■ Eastern Kentucky University
and Kentucky State University
where presidents Hanly Funder'.
burk and Mary L. Smith, respectively, are retiring next summer.
■ Western Kentucky University, where president Thomas
Meredith who resigned earlier this
year to become chancellor of the
University of Alabama system.
■ Madisonville Community
College and Maysville Community
College, where Presidents Arthur
~tumpf a!ld James Shires, respectiyely, rellred this past spring.
"It is unusual for Kentucky to
have this number of president vacanc_ies," said Gary Cox, acting
president for the new Council on
Postsecondary Education.
"In most states, you have presidents turning over every four or
five years, but Kentucky, we have
had real stability," Cox added. "I
guess we are paying for that stability now."
The transition to new presid_ents is already under way.
Northern Kentucky University
Pres!dent James Votruba just started his tenure last week, replacing
Leon Boothe.

At WKU, the search for a new
leader is nearly finished. Four finalists have been announced
among them state Budget Directo;
James Ramsey. The regents expect
to name a president in the fall.
At Kentucky State, regents
have just named the search committee, and EKU's Board of Regents is expected to announce its
committee membership in October.
Both boards plan to have appointments made by the time Funderburk's and Smith's retirements
take effect on July 30, 1998.
The reform legislation approved by the General Assembly in
May_ revamps the state's higher education system and created the
~ouncil on Postsecondary Education - a more powerful version of
its predecessor, the Council on
Higher Education.
The refonned higher education
system will be headed by a president who will serve as a chief executive officer of sorts and report to
the new council. A portion of the
new president's job will be to make
sure the universities cooperate. In
the J?l!St, the Council on Higher Education often had to settle· disputes
between universities.
~or the community colleges,
huntmg for new presidents will involve working through a completely new governing body. As part ot
the reform act, 13 of the 14 community co)leg~, formerly governed by
the Umversity of Kentucky, will be
under a new board that will oversee the colleges as well as
Kentucky Tech, the state's vocational schools.
As stipulated by the new law
search committees would be ap'.
pointed by current UK Community
College System ·Chancellor Ben
Carr, and would conduct the
search, sending three candidates to
the president of the new governing
system. The system president

would then return. i single. name to
the college's advisory board for approval..
Jackie Bondurant, spokeswoman for the UK Community College System, said t!ie new proce_dure could allow for more input
from. the colleges' advisory boards.
think-it is notable because
!he advisory boards - the people
m tho~ communities - will have
a great deal of say over who leads
the colleges," Bondurant said.
Whether the reform measure
spurred all the retirements is unclear. ·· · ·
Funderburk.had infonnedcEKU
Regents- well in advance of his intentions. Smith didn't give reasons
beyond saying 28 years is "enough
to give any organization."
"I think personal issues were
the large factors in the decisions
made by the presidents," Cox said.
"I would think that some are
perhaps a bit melancholy about not
having the opportunity to have the
resources that comes from the new
legislation."
For most of the university
search committees, higher education reform has played some role in
the search.
WKU Board Chainvoman Peggy Loafman said finding a president who can work with state legislators will continue to be an impor:
tant asset in a president.
"That has always been important and will be even more so with
the reform," Loafman said.
In addition to Ramsey, the finalists for the WKU presidency are
Western alumnus Gary A. Ransdell,_an administrator at. Clemson
University in Clemson, S.C.; Edward Hammond, president of Fort
Hays· State , University in Fort
Hays, Kan.; and ..Eugene Payne, a
T~s. life insiirarice .company vice
president.
.
·

•r
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The changes in the higher education· system shouldn't m~ke
much difference in who applies for
the president positjons;, Cox said.
"Most studies have shown that
college . presiden_ts · don't have a
preference in governing_systems,"
he said.
Barbara Ricke, ....~vice-chairwoman of EKU's Ilrnµ-/1; of Regents,
said the higher ·education reform
would help make"EKl!'s vacancy
more attractive because of the additional resources refonii'i:ould bring
to the university.
·
"I think if the public knew what
college presidents· had to accomplish with such tight restraints on
funding, they would be ama~ed,"
Ricke said. "I think a new president
is coming in at a good time with a
governor who has finally seen the
problem and has committed to doing something about it," she said.
James Letton, co-chairman of
KSU's search committee, said the
key criteria for Smith's replacement
would be an understanding of the
university's past.
"A key trait would be understanding Kentucky State's culture
as (the state's only historically
black college) and also understanding the diversity of the present
campus," Letton said.

College president
leaves -behind
a disloyal faculty
I am appalled by the lack of professionalism that some faculty members of
Lexington Community College demonstrated toward their president, Janice Friedel.
Their disloyalty and disrespect indicated a lack of understanding of how far LCC
has come under Friedel's capable leadership. During her three-year presidency,
LCC sustained record-high· enrollment, developed and implemented two new technical programs and the offices of Multicultural Affairs and Institutional Advancement and Research were established.
New faculty· and staff lines were created through reallocation of internal funds,
and new funds were secured. There was
the initiation of The Partners in Progress
Campaign was initiated to secure privat~
gifts for the college, a'?d the LCC ~lumm
Association was established. Two international exchange programs were formalized.
Friedel will be leaving Kentucky to assume leadership of Iowa's Community College System. What is Iowa's gain is K~ntucky's loss. Friedel was an empowering
president who challenged and directed her
faculty to reach farther than their own
dreams would ever take them.
·
It appears that the LCC faculty were
not serious about resolution of issues but
intent only on causing personal, professional and institutional embarrassment. It
is my belief-that Friedel was a targ_et of
disrespectful, vicious• and insubord1!1'.1te
behavior because of her gender, ethmcity
and ability to make tough and unpopular
decisions. A good college president is not a
contestant in a popularity contest
My disappointment includes the chancellor, Ben Carr. He needs to stand up and
publicly admonish those faculty members.
They need to be reminded how issues
should be addressed and appropriate lines
of communication followed. Or, they
should choose to work somewhere else.
PEGGY TILLMAN
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Patton urges harmony among colleges: Gov.
Paul Patton is urging the public and independent colleges in Owensboro to work together for the benefit of
all. ··There is no reason for them to compete, but there
is tremendous reason to work cooperatively together,"
Patton said Tuesday at Owensboro Community
College. He was guest of honor at a reception to thank
him for his leadership in restructuring post-secondary
education in Kentucky. Patton said private colleges
such as Brescia College and Kentucky Wesleyan
College are "a major element in our post-secondary ·
establishment in Kentucky."
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By JOSEPH GERTI!
The Courier-Journal

Moeey crisis- ~Jouds future
of tiny Sue Bennett. College
· Jim Tayfi1_('j,rl/Si,il~l\t qf ,GtliJiJff!r.-

_larid- College-in. W1lhamsburg, cQn·tends •tlranhe• state's system•of pro•
_viding monet ,o institutions r~ther
LONDON, Ky. - When Vivian
thanto students-puts private,schools
Acton enrolled at London's Sue
ini'cli~adva~tage: ,- -- : •.•• ·:· -.
Bennett College in 1948, she saw
~ According to.mimbers'pfovidell'by
her hometown school as a step
the state ..Council o_n Postsemmt1ry
between high school and a um'Education.,· ·the· General-.. Assembly
versity.
stiiisfdize'l;:public iilstitiilioits'Witl;l be0
She didn't feel comfortable
tween-$2;500 and-S7 .50&per-studerit
starting al a big campus like the
per year -'j:l~pendfhg on which state
University of Kentucky's in Lexs~!Jool t~ey, ·a.ttend. Taylor .a~es
ington. But after two years at Sue
that-Kentucky students. 1.bOL1lcf"ihBennett, she went on to earn a
steadbe.giyen•you~hers and)llowed
bachelor's degree from a state
to spend that moiiey at'any:school in
university in California and beKentucky ~.public or private. .. .
come an accountant.
''.Wo\ild '-a :J:i•nker want, another
Now retired in Paris, Ky., Acbanl<'·that·is· con\plefely,subsidi,zed·by
ton said of Sue Bennett: "I think
the 'iifate·'to.'-inovedn ·nex!'•'door' to
of it as a school that gave an op. hfinT:Taytor·asll:ed.in a recent·interportunity to young people in that
vie,v. "This·is noHree trade/'., ,.,..., ..-. ·
area to go to college.... It served
BufGary-Cox. executive dit~ctornf
my needs and the needs of a
the Council'on Postseco'rida,'y Educagreat many members of my famtiOn·•. .said.finarlcial assistance ·is ftv8.iiily."
able to students·.atte~~,ing· private
But Sue Bennett, a IOI-year-old
schools' ·and· thar the only' private
Methodist college with about 350
scMols'.that have had major financ_ial
students;-is now threatened with
·proble111s"are.tllose that have· lacked
loss of its accreditation and owes
strongipriigtessive_preside_ntiat·t~ad$2 million to the Internal Revenue
ership, ,•..
Service, other creditors and its
•· ··fackson· Brewerc··chairina,n,r sue
own endowment fund. If it is
Bruirieit's':i;loard of trust~es,,said• his
forced to close, it would be the
school· had. taken. steps. to :gj!cµr~i~
second private Eastern Kentucky
future·~ including·changing from a-·
college in twoJears to fail beov.o:Y.~'.toJour•year college in 1992.
cause of financi problems.
Bu.t when that proved· . insuffiGient.
Supporters of private colleges
then-Pr~sident l'J!ul Bunnell_b_egan
in Kentucky say such problems
coilofing;isplel5('. oii an anII .of' the'
have come about because public
Uniteq-Methodist'Church'!O' pt'ovid!l.
policies have made public educatlie' morie)i to·solve· Sue"Bennett's fi,
tion more attainable and encournancial ·problems. When the· church's
aged students to attend state
·Board
of·Global ,Ministries l)a\l<ed:at
schools.
all _the. t:r1011~y _nee_d~d·.to.
For the better part of the past · pt'ovidirtg
erase
the
debUnvas
late to tum
century .. 'the .only.way t,i:earn i(coh elsewhere for help.- too
'·:
,..
'':' ·.. '·
lege degree · in places·, like,•Owens- · Sur Bennett now finds itself
about
boro. Columbia. -London.and.Jackson $2. million in debt and' in· danger
of
was at private colleges. often operat- losing its accreditation. The Southern
ed by religious groups in their effotts
. 10 uplift impoverished. people: )~llP. Association of Colleges and Sch~oTs
couldn't·leave home to go to college,· · announced· last-month that·Sue Ben°
But in the fast two decades, state netrs a.ccreilitation ;vas being _reschools.such as UK and Eastern Ken, voked because of. financial and.plantucky, Western Kentucky; Murray ning problems and because the
State and Moteh·ead State universi, scqool's library.and .comp_4ters were
, ies ·have opened satellite campuses not, up to ,par.. The school has been
in o~tlying communities. And- ma·ny allowed'"to retain· its ·accreditation
of the state's 14 community colleges while it appeals the revocation: the
have expanded their reach with "ex- appeal will.be heard next month.
tended campuses" and by offering
SUE BENNETT'& situation is
classes in dozens of other counties ..
similar ~to -. if: i1ot a bit ri:tore~dire
BeCTluS-e- those ·schools·- have been· than - the one that Lees..College, a
able to provide an education to peo-. private
institution.in Jackson, !;iced.
pie in those areas at a fraction <if two. years ago. That school, which
\vhat it costs at-one;of the·st-ate's-19 hatl':a Presbyterian affiliation, was
private colleges. and universities~ the·
million in -debt .and. also• faced·
expansion ·has· placed-·some .. of :the. Sl,6,;
th<> possible, loss of-accreditatioiL.lts
private schools-with smaller endow• onlychanc;e·io survive was to merge
ments am comp_etitive disadvantage. with'. UK's commimity,college system.
- ALL BUT. ONE of. the.-Private. When it did so, its "yea,ly tuition
hl'Q:Y.e~r scho_ols Jir Kentuc!<Y .h?'!~. droppedfro,m.$4;800 to $1,000. · _·
'bes9..me four-year.-... colleges. -'.Saine . (Having.:uKtake,over.Sue Ben'rii,'tt
-schools hav~,tried to exri,n(l:the,i~pri, wa~~sonsid~re~ in 1~1,:btit one of
mary- recru1tmg·areas. attemptmg to t.he ,lVle~qodist aJ:llnc,es involved. re-,
,Offset the loss of.students.:who-live in jected th,iiaea,)- •. ,
1heir'tommunities.···•"

.. Robei1'G!l'tbesi;a foi'mei-Lees College. trustee who nm',(fiead~ the non'.
profit corporation that. ieases· the
L~~~; Cq.!~gtPf?P•rlY, tq th_e stat~
SI .p_er year,.:s;mi. the encrnachment
by the state schools-played a role ·in
themerger,,.. ,. .. ., , - ·· .
·•
. ''But.I,:d'J?n;t:Uii~k ,ve'd:·be arialyt1ca)'and_o_bJeI!!Ye·1f we :said that was
the--only reason/' -he- said. "There
"!~S, th!l.;;)rtil..bi!itlL fo..'ra_i~:e private,
funds, andJ,thmk,the-ab1hty of peiJple-·to siippart:ptivate:-colleges·is di,

for

rniri,i~hi,ritr'. . ,--~ :-~ _- .. :~~:.~·:·:

.....

Bemg..a.f:wo,.,yearschool was also a
drawback/Donors and-students '"'rec'
og~!ze-you-ean.-probably'' get "more
bang for.your _bµck elseivhere;"· Ire
said. : .. , ---.., .
-~ .. ,•- ·

sJf,:WoWlll/~fJf{;tdtt~l'~e~~t~}
Colleges- -and Universities. said he
doesn't· _knti"'. •Of•ahy·:schools other
th:ih Suii"Befiiletl'noiv.'m ierious fi.
nandal trouble-but he believes the
state's ·system of• ·higher edµcation
~~_ds tq:.,6(ffi~~~;i'nore ~J14!table for
·pnvate colleges,·,.;,,. .- .,.. _,,. ,
'· "Are we b'ettei:- off. not-,having a
!:'ells College ·as:a'private entity funded,1,y p(ly~te:(jollai'$',.r.ii!Wr.than having:-Lees,as,pa~-ofthef!liblic system
·funded by... puhlic''tlli!la'rs-?'"•·Mullinax

asliect.

• ,,

•· -

.

.Cox said private,schools are an imP!'~•n\'.'~~\'\'~o'f.:\.tf~~ta.te'thlgher educat,i.onal s~slem liecause,,lliey offer
studenrs-sfifallef.'cfasses and a more
personi,V•e.nvir\)nI11ent> which they
say some student~.prefer.': ·:
But µnless Sue (¾nnett, can persuade the Southem Association of
Colleges an!!..,\khools next -month to
let it retaib::its. accre.ditriti9n, students
in· Londonwill be withou~ tha.t option. The association announced last.
month that it would revoke the
school's· accreditation: Bunnell. the
school's president, then resigned.
The school has, for years, been unable to pay professors .what they
could earn in a public institution.or
at a.larger private school. The•average tenured professor at Sue Bennett
m~kes· only about $24,000_ a year,
sauUames Cheek, the mtenm·president: Its· annual budget is .. only
~3.5 -million, wjth less than half gomgto pay salaries and benefits of the
school's 3Uull-time faculty.
Sue_ Be_nnett's problems began
about a decade ago as the price of
educating students began to rise faster than· the students' ability to pay
Cheek said, The school tried to offset
the cost. of ·education with financial
ai!Lfromihe'school's budgeti,·"If anything,-we just·tried to·help
too many• -students;"--he said. This
yea,r; th,rnmount. of financial aid offereil'!o · ~tiidents,is expected to •be
nearly $I million:·el!eek'Said:·
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-AT .THE". SAME- TIME, the
school was facing other pressures. In
1990, Eastern Kentucky University
opened a satellite campus just down
the road in Corbin, and two years later, Somerset Community College began offering· classes at an extended
campus in London.
Sue.Bennett couldn't compete.,lts
annual.cost-for tuition-and lodging:is
nearly s12;ooo·per year, while annual
tuition at the community college,
which has no dormitories, is $1,020
and the cost•at;!,KUt.,,$1,~.,i•.:.·,;; ,.
In just seven years, both Eastern
and the commumty.college have surpassed Sue Bennett iff enrollment in
their nearby operations. Eastern· has
1,064 students in Corbin, and Somerset-Comm.unity C91lege has 507 students jn L_ondon. .
.
_
Cheek said Sue. Benneu's trustees
began. offering four:year:·degrees in
1992 in an effort to·reclaim some of
tfie sfu·dents the school' was losing.
That move was costly and came-too
late, said"Cheek;who nonetheless believes the school had to ·beco111e a
four-year college to survive.
Ch_eek, who was previously the
academic dean at Sue Bennett, said
lie.and othersthere' didn't knciwliow
desP.erate the-problems had become·
until they learned it would-lose-its accreditation. Brewer said· he wasn't
even aware. the, schoolhad not paid
more than· $200,000 in withholding
taxes to the IRS until a revi weeksago.
··
Brewer said the school has been
late in paying· withholding taxes· in
some previous-years but has always
paid them once tuition from summer
classes- came-in•. --This year, Brewer
said; the· school does not have the
money tci pay the delinquent taxes.
Makin~ matters·worse, the school
has few tangible assets it can use as
collaterarfor loans that would make
its debt manageable. The property
and buildings are owned by the United Methodist Church.
In an effort to save the school, officials have begun a $2 million fundraising campaign and have appealed
the Southern Association's decision
to withdraw accreditation.· Brewer
said the association didn't take into
account changes made in April and
May to upgra·de the school's library
and to put the school on better financial footing.
If officials can't save the accreditation; that could be the,death knell for
Sue Bennett College - something
Cheek sayswould be a tragedy.
·•rt would be a remarkable loss,"
he said. "We would be losing a
chance for students to get the personal values and benefits that accrue
to a student who comes to a small,
church-related college .... There are
so many people in this area who

Tuition's up at~ Indiana colleges~
,but- not as much_as,intithe past
I
Associated Press
Commission membei,; discussed- .. .
the report during a two-day meeting
. Th~·averai;e tuition mcrease at In-, in Columbus that ended.Fnday.
diana s. pu~~cly '!"PPOf!ed colleges
Over the past·IO years, inflation as
:md uruvers1ties this fall IS the lowest measured.by the Consumer Price In•!" 20 years - 4.3 percent;-- accord- dex has .increased.nearly 41 percent.
1IDjl ~o a repo!" by the lnd!ana Com- During the same period, in-state un1D1Ss1on for Higher Education.
dergraduate tuition has gone up beOver the past 20 years, increases at tween 47 percent at Ivy Tech and
all public universities have averaged nearly 112 percent at IU-Bloomiogton.
.7.3 percent.
The commission had hoped state
The state's most recent increase schools could have done better con"shows we are making some progress trolling this year's increases.
toward holding.the line:on tuition inJones said·the commission recomcreases," said Higher Education Com- mended 3 percent increases to the
missioner Stan Jones.
General Assembly.
Commission· officials nevertheless
Schools where students will notice
worry that the cost of college may be the smallest tuition increase are Ivy
out of reach for too many state resi- Tech, up 3 percent, and Vincennes
dents.
University, up 3. 7 percent
"¥,'.any Hoosiers need an ~or:dable
Private colleges in Indiana, which
way. to attend . college, ~d Steve are not under the auspices of the
FergtJSOn,_ commission chairman.
commission, reported an average inThat means co~eges need "? spend crease of 5.8 percent.
money more efficiently, he said
The"· in-state undergraduate rates
range from $1,937 at Ivy Tech State
College to $3,929 at Indiana University at Bloomington. Purdue's is $3,352
and Ball State's is $3,414.
Compared with other Big Ten universities, IU ranks sixth and Purdue
eighth for in-state undergraduate tuition.
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WGEORGETOWN
Georgetown College awards degrees:
Georgetown College awarded 99 master- of arts degrees
in education c)uring its graduate commencement yes.
terday. The school also conferred two honorary
degrees during the ceremony in John L. Hill Chapel.
Receiving the honorary degrees were Curtis H. Warf of
Richmond and J. Daniel Holland or Louisville. Warf
was a pastor in Kentucky Baptist churches for 45
years before retiring in 1996 and was president of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention in 1982-83. Warf graduated from Georgetown College in 1952. Holland was
president of Papa John's Pizza from 1989 to 1995 and
supervised the company's expansion from 23 to 850
outlets. Holland has been active in a number of community projects in Louisville, primarily involving
youth and the disadvantaged.

have some tie. some relation to Sue

Bennett."
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New state budget starting strong: Receipts to
Kentucky's General Fund are off to a strong start for
the new fiscal year. Receipts in July were 3.6 percent
greater than the same month a year ago. And the revenue estimate for the 1998 fiscal year, which runs until
June 30, calls for overall growth of 1.1 percent. Most of
the growth was in the sales tax and the individual
income tax, which are the state's two largest,sources of
tax revenue. They are also indicators of the health of
the state's economy. Finance Secretary John McCarty
said it is too early to get much of a grasp of the shape
. of future receipts, especially since the Revenue Cabinet
made several payments that actually depressed the
overall numbers. Conversely, the Road Fund began the
fiscal year in ihe hole, taking in 0.8 .percent less than
the same month last year. Estimated growth for 1998 ·
is 2.6 percent in the Road Fund. ·

U~: Ba~ketball Museum names director: The
U1;_1vers1ty of K~tucky Basketball Museum has named
Michael D!-1fh~ ,ts fir~t executive director. Durham is
th~,executive vice president of the Kentucky Center for
~Arts in Lou!svil!e. He has managed the center's __
~•st presentations, '?"fketing and community events
smce 1990. He was drrector of operations for the Center
forthe Arts from 1982 to 1990. He has also directed the
Governor's School for the Arts summer residency program_ and statewide outreach programs. Durham was
born m Danville and graduated from Western
Kentucky !-)Diversity with a bachelor's degree in theater. He ":111 be_respons1ble for hiring museum staff
and·workmg with the board of directors on fund raismg,and development. He will also handle all daily
management and Opefl!tion of the museum. He will
start Sept. I.
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ACC's transfer progra1n
econom.ical, practical
By GAYLE FRITZ

Ashland Community College
is the stepping stone to a baccalaureate degree for approximately 1,000 students a
year.
"ACC let me get the general
courses out of the way while
staying at home," said Sherry
Keneson, ACC's outstanding
woman graduate for 1997.
Keneson will attend Marshall University this fall to
pursue a bachelor's degree in
journalism.
ACC's transfer program
gives area residents the opportunity to take the freshman
and sophomore courses required for nearly all bachelor's
degrees.
·
These lower level courses,
sometimes referred to as general education courses, provide
a background in science, math,
communications, social science and the humanities.
All college graduates, whatever their major, are expected
to have a broad foundation of
general knowledge.
General education courses
provide- basic knowledge and
skills in the humanities and
sciences to complement the
concentrated knowledge students acquire in their specialized, major areas of study, said
Bill Vice, ACC's dean of academic affairs.
Preparing students for transfer to four-year institutions is
one of the missions of Kentucky's community colleges.
The transfer program allows
students to complete 60 credits
or more, approximately half of
a bachelor's degree, while staying in their .own communities.
"l saved a lot of money by
going to ACC for the first two
years, not only in tuition but
in living expenses." Keneson
said.
"But as important as the
savings was the quality of education I got at ACC." she said.
"I was able to become editor of
the student newspaper my first
year at ACC. In a larger
school. I would have had to
wait until my junior or senior
year to have an editorial position on the college newspaper."

General education courses,
usually taken during a student's freshman and sophomore years, are the basis for
ACC's transfer program.
Since these courses have the
same content as those offered
at the University of Kentucky
and Kentucky's other public
universities. ACC students

have the same foundation for
The list of ACC courses
junior and senior courses as which can be used for the
students who start at four-year transfer agreement is available
colleges and universities.
in the Advising and Transfer
Studies have shown that stu- · Center. The center also has
dents who start at community course lists and catalogues for
colleges usually do as well at the private and out-of-state infour-year institutions as stu- stitutions most often chosen
dents who start at those four- by ACC students.
year institutions.
Students who want to transOne advantage of starting at fer to Marshall, Ohio Univera community college, said sity or other out-of-state or pri- .
Vice, is that classes are small- vate institutions will need to
er than at four-year institu- select courses which will be
tions.
accepted by their chosen
Small classes, which give school.
students more opportunities to
Problems in transferring
interact with their fellow stu- courses can occur when students and instructors, can ease dents change their minds
the transition from high about their major, degree or
school or the work place to col- transfer institution, Bailey
said.
lege.
"ACC students who plan to
"Starting at ACC gave me a
get
a bachelor's degree but ·
better chance for college sucwho
have not decided on a
cess," said Ryan B. Jarrell,
now a broadcasting major at major or a transfer school, can
Marshall University. "I maximize their time at ACC
learned what was expected in by taking the general educollege and had my basic cation courses which we know
courses in small classes with will transfer to any instituinstructors who understand tion," Bailey said.
For more information on the
student needs."
Transferring from ACC to transfer program or the AdviS;
another institutio·n requires ing and Career Center, contad
careful planning, according to Bailey at (606) 329-2999, Ext.
Dan Bailey, ACC's Advising 231.
and Transfer Center coordinator.
"We urge transfer students
to work closely with their advisers and to come to the center for help in selecting appropriate classes for their degrees and transfer institutions," Bailey said.
Students planning to transfer to UK, Morehead State or
another public university in
Kentucky can transfer blocks,
or groups, of courses through
the state's General Education
Block Transfer Agreement.
Through the agreement, students can transfer a 60-credit
block, with 48 credits in general education courses and 12
credits in a major area, and
enroll as a junior at their
transfer school.
The agreement also has options to transfer 33 credits of
general education courses as a
block, or to transfer smaller
blocks. of courses in one or
more of the five general education subject areas.
"I started at ACC to get a
taste of college life before facing the culture shock of going
away to a four-year school."
said Kim Gussler, a Morehead
State University student majoring in social work. "ACC
gave me an excellent academic
preparation for transferring to
Morehead."
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tate's turnover in university presidents is unusual
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The turnover
among university presidents has always been low in Kentucky - until
now. Half of the eight pubhc universities will have new leaders in the
months ahead.
There also are openings for presidents at two community colleges.
"It is unusual for Kentucky to have
this number of president vacancies,"
said Gary Cox, acting president for
the new Council on Postsecondary
Education.
"In most slates, you have presidents turning over every four or five

..

years, but Kentucky, we have had
real stability," Cox said. "I guess we
are paying for that stability now."
Cox's agency, a more powerful
version of the Council on Higher
Education, was part of the revamping
of higher education approved by the
General Assembly in May. It's uncertain whether the legislation spurred
the retirements.
The vacancies to be filled include:
■ Eastern Kentucky University and
Kentucky State University, where
presidents Hanly Funderburk and
Mary L. Smith, respectively, are retiring next summer.
■ Western Kentucky University,

where president Thomas Meredith resigned earlier this year to become
chancellor of the University of Alabama system.
■ Madisonville Community College
and Maysville Community College,
where presidents Arthur Stumpf and
James Shires, respectively, retired
this past spring.
The transition to new presidents is
already under way at other schools.
Northern Kentucky University
President James Votruba just started
last week, replacing Leon Boothe.
At Western, the search for ·a new
president is down to four finalists, including state Budget Director James

Ramsey. The regents expect to name
a president in the fall.
At Kentucky State, regents have
just named a search committee, and
Eastern's Board of Regents is expected to announce its committee members in October.
Both boards plan to have appointments made by the time Funderburk's and Smith's retirements take
effect on July 30, 1998.
The revamped higher education
system will be headed by a president
who will serve as a chief executive
officer of sorts and report to the new
council.
A portion of the new president's

job will be to make sure the universities cooperate. In the past, the Council on Higher Education often had to
settledisputes between universities.
For the community colleges, hunting for new presidents will involve
working through a completely now
governing body.
As part of the reorganization, 13 of
the 14 community colleges, forrnerly
governed by the University of Kentucky, will be urider a new board that
will oversee the colleges as well as
Kentucky Tech, the state's vocational
schools.
As stipulated by the new law,
search committees would be appoint-

ed by UK Community College System
Chancellor Ben Carr, and would conduct the search, sending the names
of three candidates to the president
of the new governing system.
The system president then would
return a single name to the college's
advisory board for approval.
Westem's board chairwoman, Peggy Loafman, said finding a president
who can work with state legislators
will continue to be an important asset in a president.
"That has always been important
and will be even more so" with the
changes, she said .
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CAMPBELLSVILLE
Two colleges aid Fruit of Loom-workers:
Two neighboring colleges in south-central Kentucky
have announced they wiII offer free tuition and- job
training to workers pennanently laid off from two area
Fruit of the Loom factories. Campbellsviile University
11:ill award two years of free tuition and textbooks to
all displaced Fruit of the Loom workers. Employees
who qualify for the Dislocated Workers Program also
can receive training to help find a new job. For more
information, contact the university. Lindsey Wilson
College in Columbia will offer free tuition to displaced
workers who qualify for help under the Job Training
Partnership Act and Trade Re-Adjustment Allowance.
The college also will establish a job retraining scholarship that will lie offered to tvery laid-off"worker. The
amount of the scholarships will vary from person to
person. Lindsey Wilson will hold an information workshop at 5:30 p.m. Aug. 19 at the Roberta D. Cramer _
Dining and Conference Center.
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Despite strike, coll~g~-pookstores'.sl)elves stocked
E. STEPP

wasn't having much effect on the ·company's shipments.
The ~ strike is delaying some,
"Because we ship 50 much by truck
textbook shipments to colle~ book- lines, we haven't had the problems that
stores, but most stores say ~err shelves smaller business are encountering " he
: ~Id be stocked by the time classes said.
'
BY HOUY

HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRrrER

"We have two weeks to go, so we
■■■
should be OK for the most part," said
Drew Taylor, receivThe Associated Press contributed to
ing manager for this report.
Kennedy Book Stores,
which serves the UniThe Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, August 12, 1997
versity of Kentucky.
Schools throughout the nation rely on
United Parcel Service
to ship some of their smaller textbook
orders, but the l ¼-week-old strike has
some searching for alternatives.
"Most of larger shipments - the
ones that weigh 200 pounds or more come through freight lines, but some of
Ble vins' political career
a, ..... WAJHtEN
the smaller publishing compan_ies rely
s pans two decades. He was
INDEPENDENT fAANKFORT BUREAU
on UPS and don't have accounts With
first elected to the Kentucky
another"shipper," Taylor said
House in 1982 and moved to
FR ANKFO RT - Senate the Senate 10 years later: He
The Association of American PubPresident Pro Tern Walter was soundly defeated in 1994
lishers Inc:, which represents about 50
Blevins said he is cons idering when he ran against U.S. Rep.
textbook publishers, has asked Presia
race for the U.S. Senate.
Hal Rogers for the 5th Condent..,.Clint9J1,,Nld Postmaster_ General
" It's tempting," said Blevins, gressional District seat.
Marvin Runyon to help make sure that
a Sandy Hook Democrat whose
textbooks are delivered on time to
Blevins rose to his leaderdistrict includes Ashla nd.
s hip position last January
schools 'ran,g:mg from elementary to colBlevins, a dentist, also has when he joined with four other
lege.
,
been
considering a run for the dissident Democrats - all but
· Former congresswoman Patricia
4th Congressional District seat one from Eastern Kentucky Schtoelder, who now heads t~
that U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning is and most Senate Republicans
association. said, she planned to call
vacating to run for the Senate in a coup that installed Larry
both (?ffices today.
seat held by U.S. Sen . Wendell Saunders of Louisville as SenMa.t book delivery delays at college
Ford. Ford, a Democrat, is re- a te president . As a consebookstores will come in orders submittiring
after more than 20 years quence. the majority Demoted late by professors or in smaller orin Washington.
ders for upper-level graduate courses.
crats booted Blevins and the
"A s ix-year term is a politi- others out of the Democratic
Most college stores place textbook orc ian 's dream ." Blevins said, in- Caucus.
ders in June soon after classes end and
have already received their larger book
dicating the Senate would be
But Blevins found himself in
orders.
more attractive than a seat in even hotter wa ter during the
the U.S. House.
special session in May to re"Right now we are receiving some
He predicted that, as a re- form higher edu cation. After
things through parcel post, but most of
gional candidate in a crowded promising Gov. Paul Patton
the late or small orders are taking some
field, he might stand a better and friends in the Senate to
time." said Roger Reiter, receiving manchance of winning a statewide support the governor's effort to
ager for the on-campus UK Bookstore.
primary than one con.fined to a sever the community colleges
Transporting textbooks by freight
congressional district.
from the University of Kenlines isn't an option for most stores.
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler, D- tucky, he changed his mind
"In most cases we only order one ti6th, has announced his pla ns and voted against the move.
tle from a small publisher, so that one
to run in the Democratic pri- The switch came after heavy
order is it," Taylor said.
mary for Ford's seat, as has lobbying from representatives
It is unclear how the strike is affectLouisv
ille lawyer and bus i- of As hland Community Coling Fayette County public schools,
nessman
Charlie Owen. Lt. lege, who strongly opposed
where classes begin Monday. Officials
Gov.
Steve
Henry also is ex- Patton's plan.
from the school district did not return
pected
to
run.
Blevins wound up voting for
calls yesterday.
Bunn ing, a Republican from the final higher ed restructurFor the most part, the strike has
Campbell County , who was ing bill, which did pu t the
been more a nuisance than an obstacle.
elected to Congress in 1986, community colleges under conT im Prather, vice president for marfaces opposition in the- pri- trol of a new. board with the
keting and <levelopment for Wallace's
mary from state Sen. Barry state's technical schools.
Book Stores, which operates at UK, the
Blevins was given a virtuMetcalf of Richmond.
University of Louisville and 68 others
ally new territory to r epresent
around the country, said the strike
after court-ordered redistricting in 1996. He was considered

Blevins portders runs

foi-

Senate,'l f.s. ilOUSe
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,Grants
oifts to UK-.
'e•
·set .record in '96-'97~_
reaching -$~1-million

vulnerable at a time when Senate Democrats saw their numbers dwindling. But he ·campaigned hard last fall and deci:
sively turned back.Ashland Republican Randy Memmer.
Blevins would not have to
vacate his state office to run
for the U.S. Senate.
Blevins said· he planned to
spend the next month "trying
to get my. financial house in
order." Plagued by debt,
Blevins said he planned to sell
some property that would put
him in a better p_osition 't8 finance a campaign.
Still, he acknowledged he
would have limited funds,
compared with some other
candidates, to spend
the
race.
"Maybe the public is tired ·of
people trying to buy_ an .'elec'-tion with 3Qcsecond •spots/" he
said:--··
··
I

Largest single grant
was $2.1 million
for coal research
By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal
LEXlNGTON, Ky. - If University
of Kentucky researchers are successful, they and collaborators elsewhere
may. develop an economical way to
convert coal to liquid fuels and lessen
the nation's reliance on imported oil.
A $2.1 million federal grant. to continue the coal research at UK was the
largest single grant the university re,
ceived last year as it set another rec·ord in extramural research funding.
· UK has announced this week that
its faculty ahd staff attracted $131 million during· 1996-97. in research contracts, grants and gifts, a 15 percent
increase over the previous year:
It was .the fourth straight year that
UK topped $100 million in research
funding, said Fitzgerald Bramwell,
UK's vice president for research and
graduate studies.
He specifically noted UK's success
in generating more federal research
nioney.
"Competition for the shrinking federal dollar is fierce, (and) the quality
of research activities currently conducted at the University of Kentucky
is reflected by the increase in federal
funding," he said.'"What's even inore important is
that we-did (that) at a time when ...
theie_were more·people·chasing after
less · money, which means that we
were ·more than simply competitive."
UK received $76.5 million in federal research funding last year, a $12J

ori
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1992·nepotism law·
has no exceptions,
state official says
ksocii.""ted.Press
. - ~

FRANKFORT, Ky. - A 1992 law
that makes it illegal for universities to
employ relatives of members of the
school's governing board allows no
exceptions, even for longtime employees, the attorney general's office.said.
Assistant· Attorney General Ross
Carter said in an opinion released
yesterday that there were no exceptions- for elected ·or appointed board
members, that the law makes no differentiation for full-or part-time employment and that · it covers workstudy and graduate assistant pro-
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College offers 2 years free to those laid off
CAMPBELLSVILl,.E, Ky. - Campbellsville University announced yesterday that it will offer two years of college at no cost to newly laid-off
workers at Fruit of the Loom plants in Campbellsville and Jamestown.
The company announced it would lay off nearly 2,000 workers at the
two plants.
.
_
·
"We know these workers and their families are facing a great challe~
in their lives at this point," university President Kenneth W. Winters said.
''We want to provide a way to.help prepare the dislocated workers for a
new career."
.
The _Private university, which has an enrollment of 1,530, said the free
educations would be paid for by ''various·furiding programs" and would
include tuition and textbooks.
·

~~ontains no exemptions of any
kind," Carter said.
· The opinion was requested by lawyers for Morehead State University
and Northern Kentucky University.

LEXINGTON_HERALD-LEADER, lEXJNGTON, KY.

million increase over the $64.4 million
it received in 1995-96. _The remaining
$54.9 million in total funding last year
came from state, industry, foundations and individual gifts designated
for research.
Frank Derbyshire, director of UK's
coal .liquefaction project and bead of
UK's Center for Applied Energy- Research, said the U.S. Department of
Energy's $2,1 million grant will fund
the· second· phase of an effort under
way for the past several years. The
first phase, he said, dealt with reviewing concepts to lower the cost of producing liquids from coal.
The current effort, Derbyshire said;
.will be to test these concepts in a laboratory setting to see if they are economically feasible.
_
"The whole direction is towards development, ultimately, of a viable process for the conversion," he !paid.··'
The practical effect of the research,
he said, would be to lessen the counby's reliance on foreign oil imports.
Other major projects funded or renewed by last l'ear's grants include
research on a!Png, Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's diseases, a preventive
dentistry program for Kuwaiti schoolchildren and training to run small
businesses.
Bramwell said he did not know
what impact the latest funding would
have toward moving UK toward the
goal set by Kentucky's legislature of
6ecoming one of the nation's top 20
public-research universities. But he
said the school is well-positioned to
compete for $4 million in state matching funds authorized by the General
Assembly in last spring's special legislative session.
"We are more than ready, I hope,
to meet (the state's) expectations," he
said.

■ WEDNESDAY,
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LEXINGTON
UK research funding grows 15 percent:
Research funding at the University of Kentucky grew
by 15 percent during 1996-97, bringing in-more than
$131 million in contracts, grants· and gifts. This is the
fourth year in a row UK has topped $100 million in
research funding, according to Fitzgerald Bramwell,
UK vice president for research and graduate studies.
Some of the largest research awards include: $2.1 million-to the Center for Applied Jj:nergy Research for coal
studies; $1.7 million to the Kentucky Transportation
Center for geological formation studies; and $1.4 million:to·the College of Dentistry to help.establish a-dentistry program in Kuwait.' ' : ·. ;'' .,
.
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Higher-ed panel s,tarts process
to select president
Post-secondary
chief to be named
by next March
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-J ournat
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The panel
that will pick candidates for the top
job in the state's new post-se~ondary
education system tackled that task at
its first meeting yesterday.
II the search proceeds as planned,
the first president of the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education
·should be named by the end of
March, council Chairman Leonard
Hardin said.
Hardin is also chairman of the
Strategic Committee on Postsecon.,
dary Education. Kentucky's post-sec-

onda~ education-reform law, enacted m May, requires the committee
to recommend three candidates for
president to the council, which will
then either pick one of the three or
ask SCOPE for more.
SCOPE members yesterday signed
off on standards for hiring a search
firm to scour the nation for candidates. The committee plans to choose
a firm by Oct. 17, and Hardin predicted SCOPE would take another three
to four months to agree on a list of
candidates.
SCOPE is made up of 14 legislators, the governor and six gubernatorial appomtees anct.the president and
six members of the Council on Postsecondary Education. In addition to
conducting the first presidential
search, SCOPE has advisory powers
and is intended to provide a forum
for the exchange of ideas about the
future of post-secondary education.
In the presidential search, the legislative, gubernatorial and council
groups within SCOPE will each wield
one vote. Each group's vote will be
determined by a majority of its members.
Gov. Paul Patton said at yesterday's meeting that once a search firm
is chosen, its representatives should
be summoned for "a very extensive
discussion" with SCOPE members.
"They need to know a whole lot
more than what will be put on paper
about the !rJ?e of individual we're
looking for' in a council president,
he saicf.
The reform law makes the council
president the state's "primary advocate" for education at tbe state1s universities and community and technical colleges. The law !lives the president greater authonty and status
than were vested in the old Council
on Higher Education's executive director, which the president replaces
in the state's educational hierarchy.

The president should be "totally
fair - a visionary," said House
Speaker and SCOPE member Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green. Because
of the post's importance, he said,
SCOPE members should take a direct
hand in assessing candidates.
"I don't want to get down to the
end and onlf have tbree candidates
for the president . . . and nobody's
had any involvement excer,t the
(search) firm up to that point, ' Rich•
ards said. ,
Richards said SCOPE's members
also need to reach agreement on the
committee's proper role.
Richards was a consistent backer
of Patton's idea of a panel that would
forge consensus among post'secondary-education officials, the executive
branch and the legislature. Some other legislators questioned whether
SCOPE would acquire too much
power, violate the separation-of-powers doctrine or add an unnecessary
layer of bureaucracy ..

·The reform legislation abolishes
the formula previously used for making higher-education funding recommendations, and replaces it with an
array of incentive·funds. Democratic
Whip Joe Barrows of Versailles also a SCOPE member - said some
legislators feared SCOPE would seiie
on the new funding mechanism "and
have all that sort of preordained before it ever got to a legislative pro-

cess."

.

Last spring's special legislative ses-

sion ended without "a well-understood or a well-defined role for
SCOPE," and that's "still up in the
air a little bit," Barrows said.
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Kentucky ACT scores stay
steady, but just below
national averages
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

Kentucky's high-school students have earned scores on the
state's top college-entrance exam almost identical to figures from the
last five years.
Kentucky's marks on the ACT
Assessment, announced yesterday,
were about a point below the national average. Kentucky students averaged an
overall 20.1 on the test - the same
composite score the state has registered since 1992-93. A perfect score
on the test is 36.
Kentucky students scored highest in reading and lowest in math, a
trend that has also held true for the
last five years.
•
State Education Commissioner
Wilmer S. Cody called the scores
good news. He pointed out that the
state's scores have held steady even
though many more students are
now taking the test - a development that would usually cause
scores to dip slightly.

ACT officials reported that the
company gave 27,447 tests in Kentucky last year, up from 25,895 the
previous year.
.
·
Nationally, ACT officials said
this year's scores offer optimistic
news. The 1996-97 scores mark the
fourth time in five years that the
national average has increased.
Richard L. Ferguson, the president of the Iowa-based company,
said the upswing in scores coincides "almostexactly" with national
school reform efforts launched in
many states about 14 years ago.
"The year-to-year change may
be slight, but viewed as a long-term
trend it's good news for U.S. education," Ferguson said.
The average ACT composite
inched up from 20.5 in 1992 to 21.0
this year. .
In the context of Kentucky's
school reform program, Cody said,
the scores indicate that high
schools still need to show greater
improvement.
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Bids to be let in search for new higher
education chief
_
BY MARK R.

CHEU.GREN

AsSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFORT - The first tentative steps were taken yesterday
to hire the president of Kentucky's
newly revamped higher education
system.
Bids will be taken from search
firms, with one firm selected to
bring candidates to the _Strategic
Committee on Postsecondary Education - Scope.
· -Scope will recommend at least
three finalists for the presidency,
with the president to be chosen by
the new Council on Postsecondary
Education. The council may reject
the finalists and request another
group.
The president will be ~harged
with overseeing the higher education system of eight universities
and the newly constituted community and technical college system.
House Speaker Jody Richards,
D-Bowlinl( Green, said he wants the

Scope panel to be heavily involved tered down and finally replaced.
in the selection of finalists -and not
Richards said he wants Scope to
just rely on a search firm.
set a vision for higher education.
"I think we-have.a type person
"I just want this to be a very acin mind," Richards said. "We ought live group and not a passive
not just be thrown three people."
group," Richards said. 'Leonard ·Hardin, chairman of ,
Scope is composed of 14 legislathe council, said he hopes to have a tors; seven executive branch offipresident hired by March 1998, dais, including Gov. Paul Patton;
which would oe before the General and seven members of the Council
Assembly winds up its regular ses- on Postsecondary Education. Each
sion.
group, however, casts only a single
The legislature does not have vote.
any role in selecting or confirming
a president. But legislators would
likely be eager to hear from the person who will oversee a system that
spends nearly $800 million per year
in state tax money.
In the meantime, Scope will
have to figure out its own role in
higher education. As Richards noted yesterday, the whole idea of
Scope was debated hotly during the
May special session, yanked out of
the legislation several times, wa-
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·Magazine says Caltech
is. --the.---best college -buy
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW-YORK-The $18,816 tuition might seem pricey, but Money
magazine yesterday said California
Institute of Technology is the best
college buy_ in the nation - for the
second yeqr in a row.
The reason?
One teacher for every three students and an average of $47,677
spent on each undergrad - more
than any other college in the U.S.
The national average is $5,110.
Caltech boasts 24 Nobel-prizewinning professors and. alumni,
and nearly 100 percent of the faculty have doctorates, while the average is about 54 percent.
Money analyzed 16 measures at
1.115 four-year colleges, including
entrance exam results, faculty resources and deployment, library resources, instruction and student
services budgets, graduation rates
and default ratios on student loans.
The monthly magazine compared the data with tuition and fees
to reach a value rating and rank
the top 150, which appears in its
September issue.
Of Kentucky-area schools, University of Cincinnati ranked highest, at No. 62. Centre College in
Danville ranked 83rd. Kentucky
Wesleyan University, Thomas
More College and Transylvania
University all ranked between 100
and 150.

No. 2 on the list was Rice University, replacing New College of
the University of South Florida,
which dropped to-sixth. New College had spent 1993-95 at No. L
Debuting on the list at No. 9
was State University of New York
at Geneseo, a liberal-arts oriented
school that boasts small classes
and individual attention.
The University of Florida!perhaps best known as a football power, also moved onto the list for the
first time this year at No. 1Oon the
strength of its numerous majors,
rigorous academic standards, and
superior faculty and facilities, the
magazine said.
.
Others in the top 10 were No. 3
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill. followed by State University of New York at Binghamton, and Spelman ColleJte in Atlanta. The College of New Jersey
was No. 7. followed by Missouri's
Truman State University.
As usual, the Ivy League didn't
fare so_ well as a bargain. Yale
ranked 21st, but Harvard was 43rd,
Dartmouth 90th and Princeton
98th. Cornell and Columbia were
listed below the top 100.

•
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By.TONY CuRNIITTE

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Former Russell High School star running
back Jeff Frasure is ready to
continue delivering hits instead of taking them.
Frasure, a junior with Morehead State University, is on
the Eagles' depth chart as the
No. 1 starter at one of the outside linebacker spots.
"I learned a lot in my building period," Frasure said of
his first two seasons with
Morehead State. "I learned a
whole lot watching our starter
last year and from the coaching staff and I got a lot of experience.
"If I wasn't starting, I was
entering in the second· series
of plays and playing most of
the half."
·
Frasure and his teammates
spent a steamy Tuesday afternoon at Jayne Stadium posing
for photos and giving interviews during the team's Media
Day, Always a team· in transition - mostly due a gradual
elimination of football scholarships that is now completed the Eagles are again young
and inexperienced.
"We're playing better teams
this year than we did tast
year," Frasure said. "Overall,
we look better defensively this
year than any of the years I've
been here. We're all excited
and pumped up. It should be
an exciting season for us."
The Eagles, who finished 6-4
last season, must replace seven
starters on defense while returning six starters on offense.
Morehead State's backfield
of senior quarterback Doug
Turner and backs David Bone,
Anthony Ravizee and Chris
Berry returns. Turner threw
for 1,340 yards while seniors
Bone and Ravizee rushed for
685 and 647 yards, respectively.
Berry, a junior, rushed for 488
yards.
Ravizee's top backup is an-

other former Russell running
back, junior Robert Brown,
who -is one of several talented
underclassmen. "I really don't
know how much time I might
get," said Brown. "There's a
lot of competition out there.
We have some good freshmen
coming·rn so there's a lot of
help there."
Former Johnson Central
standout Brian Blair is listed
second on the depth chart at a
wide receiver spot behind junior Todd Chase.
"I feel like I'm a lot better
this year," said Blair, a sophomore who redshirted his freshman season. "You've got to
start from the bottom and
work your way up .and I feel
really good·right now."
, Blair feels he has settled in
at Morehead State.
"My confidence is a lot better and I feel closer.. to my
teammates. I also think the
coaches have more confidence
in me. It's a better all-arL und
environment this year."
Other Morehead State players with local connections are
sophomore wide receiver Jon
Totty (Russell); junior line,
backer William Stewart and
freshman defensive linemari
Thomas Stewart (Ashland):
Former Ashland and More:
head State player Scott Marsli
serves as a student graduate
assistant.
:
The Eagles open their seaSOIJ
Sept. 4 at home against Austin
Peay in a 7 p.m. Thursday
game.
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State coDege-saYfflgs
plan may~t better
---------i

Federal tax-law
changes will bring
extra benefits ·
By MICHAEL JENNINGS .

The Courier-Journal
For parents like Pat Raia and Ruth
Elliott, Kentucky's college-savings
plan already seemed like• a pretty
good deal.
..
"The interest rates .were. always ·
higher than what I could 11et in any of
the local banks,".said Raia, of Louisville, who opened Kentucky Educational Savings Plan Trust accounts for
her two children about six years ago.
Elliott, of Lexington, bought into
the trust on her daughter's behalf
about seven years ago. "It was wellorganized, it worked· well (and) the·.
money was always there when we
asked for it," she said.
But recent changes.. in the federal.
tax code may make the Kentucky,
plan - and similar plans in Indiana·
and other states...:.. an even better deal
for parents who want to salt away college-expense money in .a: way. that.
blends convepience, safety and a desirable rate of return. : :.
Some minor. fixes will have to be
made in Kentucky's ?-year-old.plan to.
take advantage, of the federal. tax
breaks. The Indiana legislature approved a state college-savings .plan.
last year, but its start-up hl!5 been delayed until next month so 11 could be
tailored to the federal standards..
Congress made state college-savings plans tax-exempt last August; It
also deferred taxes on contributions
to the plans and assigned tax lillhility
for payouts to the beneficiary.
-That means lower taxes in most
cases, since students are normally in
lower tax brackets than the adults
who bought into state savings plans.
· But there was a catch: To get the
tax break, a state savings plan could
be us·ed only for tuition and fees. Kentucky's savings plan cames no such
restriction - it also covers rDDII!,
board -and other college-related
penses - so it didn't qualify.
The budget bill signed into law earlier this month diqn't contain the
main objective of Kentucky Sen.
Mitch McConnell and other advocates
of state-sponsored college-savings
plans - complete tax exemption of
payouts. But it did broaden qualifying
college expenses to include room and
board.
Tlie·new law also allows savings to
be used at proprietary and vocational
schools that are eligi6ie to participate
in Department of Education ·studentaid programs. And it eases restrictions on the transfer of benefits to
family members. and simplifies their
treatment ·under gift- and estate-tax
rules.
.. .
. ·

ex-

The inclusion·ofroom,and board'in
qualifying college:•expl!nses "can, ef.
fectively double tlie amount of'money" given favorable tax, treatment,
said Chris Hunter of the College Savings Plan Network in Lexington.
Londa Wolanin, adminisirator of
the Kentucky plan;' said some slight
rewriting of plan regulations will
make it eligible for the tax breaks.
About 20' states have college-savings plans·or will soon start ihem, and
Hunter said the other states are at
least cousidering one. The plans come
in two main forms.- those that a:llow
parents to
future tuition rates,at
today's· rates· and . those, lik"'. Kentucky's, that do not.
·· .
~ d , tuiµorr plans, have proved
especially• popuJaI,• · in the, South,
where nine states,.,have authorized
theni, Florida's prepaymentplan, with
nearly 338,000 children enrolled and
$1.4 billion invested, has far outstripped any other state's college-savings plan in popularity.
W'rth just 2,687 activ~ accounts and
$5.9 million invested, the Kentucky
Educational Savings Plan Trust lags
far beliind. most active state. collegesavings plans in participation. Its return on mvestment also has been uninspiring: 6.25 percent over the life of
the program, ~ompared with Florida's
12.4 percent.
Wolanin said prepaid tuition plans
·like Florida's ."have, to be more aggressive" because Ibey must keep up·
with tuition•incre!jSe5: .She• said the,
Kentucky •piliii•s· administrators have
opted ..for low-risk investments, chiefly in U.S. ,rreas,u-y obligations.
Wolanin 'attributed the Kentucky
plan's apparent- lack of popularity in
part to its history as a political football. Soon· after its creation in 1990,
the plan got caught up in feuding between then-Gov. Wa:llace W'tlkinson
and his antagonists in the le,'ff.j~a,:ure,
who reassigned it from Wi · on's
Finance Cabinet to the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance Authority,
.
.
Since then, the authority's policy
has been ''to .maintain and to softly
market'' the plan, rather than conduct
high-profile advertising "that might
lead to political manipulation," Wolanin said Information about the program is mailed to new parents, she
said, but it's not plastered on billboards,
UKE THE KENTUCKY Educational Savings Plan Trust, the new In,
diana Family Coll~e.Savings Plan allows parents to build up college-savings without guaranteeing they will
cover future tuition and fees. But the
board administering the Indiana plan,
headed by state Treasurer Joyce
Brinkman, has opted for more aggressive investment ·

cover

FOR:'INFORMATION '

. · 'lri'l<entlicky: ·Call· (800},,,_--'

338-0318. .
.
In lndiana:.A toll-free .. ~ "
number will •be set up later:
but for now, you. maycwrite to.
· ·The Indiana ·.Family Collage,·
Savings Plan,. One Indiana....
Square, Mall Suite 7052,
Indianapolis, lnd,.46266Ja, •
The pooled contributions,..wi,n· go
into NBD llank!s-Pegasus Funa;:jj liaJ.:
anced,mutual fund .that puts•60·per-•
cent of its investments into stocks1lild
the restinto,bonds.,(fo ~fotlfa..
vof!lllle 11!1<,~ state!;i;lill.eg!i,;
saV111115.phlans cannotiiti
.. , tgjye J!Mlic,ipants
a say,m ow con utions.are.m~ed,, and Indiana will'abiae-by:that·
ru1e:)
· ·
'"·· · - ... , .
. Brinkman said the Pegasus Fund
offers reasonable. risk ~ e n t .
provided parents buy' into,ilie:;state.
plan· soon after .children :are•·ooi:n: '"It
is the length· of time that we-'are encotiraging people to be involved in .
these programs that JDakas the,introduction. of equities · sensible;•~ she
said.
BRINKMAN. CALLED··the 'fa.
vored tax treatment given college-savings plans• good publi'c policy:,Robert
McIntyre, director.of Citizens for Tax
Justice,d~:=gtnli-based advocacy
'
group'
..~"If the government wants to help
families send their kids to coll~,
should·tbey send that aid to-families
that can afford to save a lot of money?'' he said. "It seems to me.these
saving -plans will almost inevitably
benefit those who don't need the help
very much."
Raia - whose daughter, Stephanie,
will graduate from Bellarmine College
next spring, and whose son, Robert,
will enroll this fall at the University of
Louisville - said that description·
doesn't fit her. And she said her children live at honie, work and pay for
their own books.
· Elliott said covering.• college expenses has been a struggle for her
filmlly, too. Her daughter,.Jessica Elliott, a junior at the lJniversity of Kentucky, said the money she is drawing
from the state-sponsored savings plan
will run out this semester.
The state savings plan bas "helped
me a lot," Jessica Elliott said The rest
of her college costs, she said, are being covered with federal grants, a
~

COLLEGE·.PLANS COMPARED
Chart compares the Kentucky Educational $avings Plan and the Indiana
Family College Savings Plan. Kentucky
.
Indiana

1:.~m~m l\!Ytrit1•~a~1 k:4•tr.m1;a1t,1:mail
Children in plan
2,687
NONE
!~t/!!im- ~ MlfJBlHll'vS-4WA
),~,ti~~~~*~~~tt,f!~~tfJ~;_;~~~~~!~~2

■ Kenfucky: Not reQU!ted,but the person opelilng the account or the beneficiary •
must have "Kentucky ties!! .•
.
■ Indiana: Beaeficiary must be a resident, but not person opening the account.

Overflow creates housing shortage
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHARLESTON, W.Va. - While some Marshall
University freshmen are sweating it out in small.
stuffy dorm rooms, others will he splashing in the
pool and lifting in the weight room of the,.Uptowner Inn...
·;::
· ·•·',.
Th_at's wl!ere they_ will temporM,ily endiup because of an overflow of students registered for fall :

classes. ·

··"

·· ,. . ·

· . ., -~,J

.

"It's more spacious, and there's ·a batliroom in
the room," said Associate Dean of Student Affairs
Stephen Hensley, "The students· miglit"notwant to
leave.
·:
_
.
"I'm going to
the maids
"I'm going·
don't go in and change the·linens
to guess the every day. I have•-a"'ha.rd time
maids· don't imagining that," he.said.Friday.
go·ln and
All 2,000 spaces'i~:-ilie.Hunt-·
changei the , ington university!s: ";,residence·
llnens every halls are bookecl, and~ihere is a:
day. I have a waiting list of aboµt:200,people,
hard'tlme' said Marshall Presi<i~ntJ:'Wade:
. ,,.,,.·,linag]nfng: Gilley.
that.n
.To accommodite{Jlie ·-over-.
flow, the university has"arranged
~TEPHEN HENBLEY
associate dean, to lease about 100 rooms.at the
student affairs motel. Two new private student
apartment buildings are also
jam-packed for the:,students' re- :
turn Aug. 25.
,, , .
"We're a little surprised," Gilley'. Jid~
the
o:,erflow. "It caused us to scramble, bul'we're excited about the ·number of freshmen wanting to
come to Marshall."
·.
Enrollment was originally _expected· to reach
15,700, bu( is_ ~ow closer to 16,0.00, including those
at West Vrrgmra Gra_duate College, Gilley said. ·
This is not the first time incoming.. M.ushall
freshmen have bunked in a hotel. In tlie'1960s, several students had to stay at the old Frei:lerick Hotel
because of an overflow, Hensley said:
' · , "·
Every year the university overbooks freshmen
because many fail to show up, and others drop out
within the first week or two of classes Hensley
said. It is not uncommon for students to -~ove temporarily into study lounges during the first few
weeks of school, and this year is no exception.
School officials expect eventually to place all
overbooked students in residence halls.

guess ·~-

of

Source: College Savings Plan Network and each state plan
BY STEVE DURBlN. THE COURIER.JOURNAL

Joan and her earnings as a part-time just talking about good parents who
are trying to cut back on other areas
salesclerk and day-care worker.
to give their kids what maybe they
''We're not talking about the didn't have the opportunity to have
wealthy here," Pat Raia said. ''We're growing up."
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Folk art center moves: The Kentucky Folk
Art Center and Museum Store is now open in a new
location in Morehead. It is in what used to be the
Union Grocery Building at 102 West First Street.
The center houses and exhibits folk- art collected by Morehead State University since 1985.
The new location is roomier than the previous
one on the MSU campus, so more of the permanent collection can remain on view at all times.
Currently there are 120 works by 40 artists to
be seen. The works were selected by Adrian
Swain, the center's artistic director and curator,
with assistance from Lee Cogan of the American Folk Art Museum in New York City.
Most of the artists who have work in the
display are from Eastern Kentucky.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m:Sunday. Admission is
$3 for adults. For information, call (606) 7832204.
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Claudia Sanders' will to aid 2 colleges
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Financially struggling Sue Bennett College is one
of two private schools named in the will of the late Claudia Sanders, the
widow of Kentucky Fried Chicken magnate Col. Harland Sanders.
The amounts that Sue Bennett in London and Cumberland College in
Williamsburg will receive have not been determined.
The gifts could mean a great deal to Sue Bennett College. The 300student Methodist college is facing the loss of its accreditation because of
accumulated debt and lack of resources.
Claudia Sanders died Jan. I.
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Kentucky colleges named in Sanders' will
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

Two southeastern Kentucky private colleges have been named in
the will of the late Claudia Sanders,
the widow of Kentucky Fried
Chicken magnate Col. Harland
Sanders.
.
The amounts that Sue Bennett
College in London and-Cumberland
College in Williamsburg will receive have not been determined,
and officials of Wheat, First Butcher, Singer Tmst Co. of Philadelphia

would- not confirm a report in
Wednesday's edition of The Sentinel-Echo, a London newspaper,
that put it in the range of $750,000
to $1 million.
James Cheek, interim president
of Sue Bennett, and Cumberland
President James Taylor said they
would be pleased to receive any
amount. But Taylor said he thought
the amount would be much less
than reported. ·
"I don't think it will be any-

where near the number floating
around," he said.
· The gifts could mean a great
deal to struggling Sue Bennett College. The 300-student Methodist
college is facing the loss of its accreditation because of accumulated
debt, estimated at $1.3 million, and
lack of resources.
The school has just begun a
"Save Our College" campaign to
raise $2 million to stabilize its fi.
nances.
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"We are certainly pleased to be
included in Mrs. Sanders' will, but
it won't change our fund-raising efforts," Cheek said.
Both presidents don't expect the
terms of their college's gifts to be
determined for some time.
"I would imagine with an estate
the size of Mrs. Sanders', it would
be a year io a year and a half before
we would see anything," Cheek
said.
Claudia Sanders died Jan. I.
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.lornter WKtJ-~studertt sues ,;fraternity over hazing_:
;,
ASSOCIATED PRESS
members at Western caused his client to.
., (~OWLING GREEN - A former ·
an ~motional breakdown.
\\\estern Kentucky University student · The lawsuit seeks unspecified damha ii filed a lawsuit <1llegirig he was .. ages from.the fraternity's national orgafo' 1:ed to d_rink excessive <1mi)unts of al-• •nizaticin for Cecil's alleged. pain and sufr:' ft<il[a"tld.eat rotten food whil~ trying to';:_,_fering.. ·; . ·
_.
,.
.
't~lcampus fraternity.
' .
_.. . . .
Mitchell Wilson, executive director
1
;: 1 ,DHid Gray, a Louisville attorney,
of Kappa Sigma International in Charflied the suit in Warren Circuit Court on lottesville, Va.,, said he had not seen the
·Ttiesilay against Kappa Sigma lnterna- lawsuit and declined to comment on it._
tlonai,ion behalf of Eric Cecil.
'
Wilson said, howeve_r, that the Kap-.
Gray alleges a week of hazing in Au- pa Sigma chapter'.s charter at. Western
gust 1996 by Kappa Sigma fraternity was revoked after the national organiza'

suffer,

:ro

■

~

~

§
ffi
0

i:i
_,
c

lion conducted an investigation into _Ce-, town, Gray said.
Cecil spent two weeks in a hospital.
cil's allegation of hazing.
~
:r
•
Gray isaid that as part of the hazing, and is still in counseling, he said.
z
Cecil; 20, of Louisville was stripped
Western administrators condu~t~d
n;iked anc\-put in a dog house and made an investigation arid banned the frater•
.to ba.r.k~ .d~pnv~d of sleep for days and nity as a recognized campus organiza.
_,1;l
foi-ced,Jilt<i wrestling matches.
lion.
' ,
By the ~nd of the week, Gray said
Most of the fraternity members were
Cecil became "basically psychologically
dcine" and borrowed ·a friend's car to re- disciplined individually by the universiturn to Lou,isville. He was found, partial- ty, Gray. said, Western attorney Deborah
ly clotlied'.by a 'Kentucky state police Wilkins declined to discuss what disc!:
trooper on private property in Elizabeth- plinary actions were taken.
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Lawsuit filed in alleged hazing at WKU
Associated Press

I'

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A former Western Kentucky University
student has filed a lawsuit alleging
he was forced to drink excessive
amounts of alcohol and eat rotten
food while trying to join a campus
fraternity.
A lawsuit against Kappa Sigma International was filed in Warren Circuit court Tuesday on behalf of Eric
Cecil. Cecil's attorney, Duvid G1ay,
alleges that a week of hazing by

Kappa Sigma fraternity members in
August 1996 caused his client to suffer an emotional breakdown.
The lawsuit seeks unspecified damages from the fraternity's national organization.
Mitchell Wilson, executive director
of Kappa Sigma International in
Charlottesville, Va., said he had not
seen the lawsuit and declined to comment on it.
Wilson said, however, that the
Kappa Sigma chapter's charter at
Western was revoi<ed after the na-

tional organization conducted an investigation into Cecil's allegation of
hazing.
Gray said that as part of the hazing, Cecil, 20, of Louisville, was
stripped naked, put in a doghouse
and made to bark; deprived ol sleep
for days; and forced into wrestling
matches.
Bi,: the end of the week, Gray said,
Cecil became "basically psychologically done" and borrowed a friend's
car to return to Louisville. He ·was
found partially clothed by a state

trooper on private property in Elizabethtown, Gray said.
Cecil spent two weeks in a hospital
and is still in counseling, he said.
Western administrators conducted
an investigation and banned the fraternity as a recognized campus organization,
Most of the fraternity_ members
were disciplined individually by the
university, Gray said. Western attorney Deborah Wilkins declined to discuss what disciplinary actions were
taken.
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Money.· will'!,up··gr·:ade·{:te't,hno:ro·gy·.'"\~f,i]feep'',.. sfuaeflts In},:scffool
.' ' .
.
rspending
.B,oth ;approaches call for
the ~chool held its place in line coordinator of the business
money for training of
for the funding.
technology program; and
'I

,1

,,

'':

By.GEORGE WoLFFORD
QFTHE DAILY IND_EPENDENT

faculty .. ,:(. ,:- ; . . · _ .
The:app!icaticiii stressed that
: ASHLAND - Ashland .Com- ACC'labofatoi-ies' were becomn\unity College has been given ing,6ti.(da:wil ~ec~i}s,hif lack _of
a $1,723,401 fe'deral Title III funiling. The,scliool is trying
grant to upgrade, technology to ·help 'itself by ·lobbyhig ,the
and :keep students in schoo\.
I le'g!s!iiture for· inore money
. Df. Angeline Dvorak said and has raised $2.2 millio11·,1n ·
the amount and the source _
a local major gifts campaign.
the U.S. Department of' Eilu.. \'External .fuhding is the
cation - were "a big deal; to only. ·way the college can ef· every penny; everything
· ·
get
fe'ctively. ·address th ese prob- •.
•
1
1 R• Dasj
k
you as ed for. It ust doesn t
ems·,.," Dr. Ch ares
· · · former
· pres1'dent, wrote
happen anym9r_e,"1; , ., .
. sance,
· ''h' ~in.. t · ·r· th
1·
Dvorak sa1·>u,. tlie . mo,1ey .was ID·,
1S,sc.,,..e!). .:o, _e app ica-intended to upgrade' existing
tlon.,He
alsoi'i\ointe'd
out
that
•
, •
,
•
M ,
,
programs, not start new ones.
stliilerit$
who
coni.e'to:ACC,are
The grant, application·. out- ·"ofteit'liridec!ded;li.bofo careers
lined a two-part ai\proach to .and ill'e2goals,.•ribt likely to be
using the money.
iniccessful witliout'., adequate
.Activity One p~oposes to. b~y I ·supporfservices and academic
new computer artd electro'!1c · remediation."
.
technology, new: science eq!11P· I i: The school first sought the
ment, to upgrade t~chmcal , ~ant in 1995 and just missed
programs. and add, ophons, and out 011 it.
"Our grant was
to accr~d!t tech'llc_W., pr_ograms. · nex( in line for funding, in
Act1pt)'.,;, Tw,c\c"!'-Pl_l,~,'. to 1996, because there's a twostrengthen st\lil.enI..,~~'.Y1~e,' by year budget cycle" said colh)ring a student,_~ust:e~s•;cPor- lege spokeswoman' Gail Fritz.
dmator to focu,s on: lteeping at- ..
,
.
risk , students •'in
and' iii ,But_ Congress dldn t authorize
school. It woi:i!d 'also·aad ,com-· fyndmg that year.
.
putei';l>ased placein~jil and,;,ad-, ·.. In 1997, an unspent_ $5 m1l
vising systeilis/.to: ,:give ,!ndi- h?n-~lus. was authorized for
viduill students access to their d1stribut10n to schools that
own computer records and ups should have received funding
date labs used by the 75 per- \n 1996, she said.
cent of students who need re- ,, The ACC team that w~r~ed
medial clnssPs.
on the grant, led by pohhcal
science teacher Peg Mericle,
lobbied Kentucky's congi-es~ional delegation to make sure

ciass.

0

•.

-----

U.S. Sens. Wendell Ford, an
Owei:isboro Democrat, and
Mitch McConnell, a Louisville
Repbilblican, along with U.S.
Reps.,Jim Bunning, R-4th, and
Hal Rogers, R-5th, went to bat
for ACC.
ACC's grant was based 011
economic need, both by the
college and its students. ACC ·
is underfunded by Department
of Education guidelines and located in a part of Appalachia
where personal incomes are
below national averages.
Other mem·bers.'of the grant
team were Barbara Nicholls,
professor of English/reading
and chairman.-;,of the humanities division; 1Lysbeth Barnett,
professor of management and

,•

Cindy Davis-Holloway, assistant professor and coordinator of student support services.
The team, with Dvorak filling the presidential chair and
10 other faculty/staff members
sitting in, began Thursday afternoon to put together policies and want lists for spending the money.
The first installment, this
year's $347 ,64.2, budgets
$190,390 for equipment;
$119,704 for personnel; $7,765
for ·travel; and $29,783 for supplies, including fees to be paid
· agento na t·10na1 accre d'1tat10n
cies.
Each of the upcoming years'
stipends are broken out in
similar, though not exact, distributions.
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Ashland Community College receives grant
ASHu\ND, Ky. -The U.S. Department of Education authorized a

$1,723,401 grant to Ashland Community College to upgrade technol-

ogy and keep students in school.
·Part of the money will buy new computer and electronic technology and new science equipment. It also will upgrade technical programs and add options to them and accredit technical programs. The
rest of' the money will help strengthen student service by hiring a
student success coordinator to focus on keeping at-risk students in
class and in school.
The college also would add computer-based placement and advising systems to give individual students access to their own computer
records and update labs used by 75 percent of students who need
remedial classes. Money also would be spent for faculty training.
The grant application stressed that the college's laboratortes were
becoming outdated because of lack of funding. The school is trying to
help itself by lobbying the legislature for more money and has raised
$2.2 million in a local gifts campaign.
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WKU re·tu·rns·

OVC is adjusting to fit the times
What a difference a few
years can make.
When Morehead State University officials announced
that the school would discontinue football scholarships
and cease playing fellow
Ohio Valley Conference
schools on the gridiron, conference officials threatened
to thrown the Eagles out of
the league. If Morehead State
wouldn't compete in the OVC
in all sports, then it wouldn't
compete in any sports, conference officials vowed.
In the end, cooler, more
practical heads prevailed and
Morehead, a charter member
of the OVC, was allowed to
continue league membership
in all sports but football.
Fast forward a few years.
The OVC last week welcomed the return of Western
Kentucky University, a charter member of the conference
that had withdrawn in 1981.
However, the Hilltoppers will
compete for OVC titles in
football only. In all other intercollegiate sports, WKU
will continue. to compete in
the Sun Belt Conference,
which it joined soon after

withdrawing from the OVC
The Sun Belt schools do no
compete against one anothe
in football.
To many, this may seen
like an even trade: Morehea,
departs; WKU returns. Bu
that's not quite true. Austi1
Peay State University las
year announced that it wa
following Moreheaci's lead il
dropping football scholai
ships. The Governors so01
will join MSU as a non
league member in footba.I
only.
There was a time whe1
most athletic conference:
would never have allowec
any member school to picl
and choose which of iti
sports teams would compett
in the conferences, but col
lege athletics is undergoin1
major changes. Many smalle1
NCAA Division I-AA school!
like Morehead and Austh
Peay are finding it too cost!)
to continue to suppoi;-1
money-losing football pro
grams.
OVC officials may not like
the changes taking place bul
give the conference credit fo,
adjusting to meet the times.

,
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Patton appoints new
university trustees
BY HOLLY la. STEPP
HERAllH.EAOER EDUCATION WRITER

Gov. Paul Patton yesterday appointed three movers
and shakers in state politics and business to the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees.
Grady Stumbo, a Hindman physician who twice
ran for governor and was chairman of the state Democratic Party, was named to replace Robert Clay, a thor-,
oughbred horse breeder and•owner of Three Chimneys
Farm near Midway.
Patton picked JoEtta Y. Wickliffe of Harrodsburg, a
banker who was women's chairwoman during Patton's
1995 gubernatorial campaign and served as president
of the National Federation of Business and Professional
Women, to replace Lois C. Weinberg of Hindman,
whose term expired.
.
.
In addition, Patton reappointed Paul W. Chellgren,
chairman and chief executive officer of Ashland Inc.
Each of their tenns ends June 30, 2003.
Although the appointees could be called friends of
Patton's, legislative leaders and higher education officials have said.it is unlikely that-Patton will expect
them to oust UK President ChaJ:les Wethington.

During the beated debate earlier
this year over higher education refonn, Patton said he had "lost confidence" in Wethington, who vehemently and vocally opposed the
proposed refonn.
Since the refonns were enacted
in May, Patton has said he harbors
no hard feelings toward Wethington.
Traditionally, naming trustees
to UK's board had been a way for
governors to reward friends and allies. But during the tenn of Gov.
Brereton Jones, Patton's predeces·
sor, the process was changed. Now,
a higher education nominating commission presents a list of nominees
from which the governor selects his
appointments.
Patton also filled vacancies on
the boards of the University of
Louisville, Kentucky State University and Murray State University.
■

University of Louisville:

Marie K. Abrams, a top aide to
Senate Majority Leader David
Karem, and Jessica S. Loving, both
of Louisville, reappointed, and Sandra Metts Snowden of Louisville,
replacing Nancy Lampton of
Goshen. Their tenns expire June

30, 2003.
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Hindman physician
Grady Stumbo named
to UK trustee board
Chellgren to serve
again; new appointee
is JoEtta Y. Wickliffe
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Grady
Stumbo, an Eastern Kentucky physician who twice ran for governor, has·
been appointed as a trustee of the
University of Kentucky, his alma mater.
Stumbo, of Hindman, was given a
six-year term. He replaces Robert

Clay, a thoroughbred horse breeder
and owner of Three Chimneys Farm
near Midway.
Stumbo's appointment was one of
three Gov. Paul Patton made Friday
to the UK board of trustees, historically one of the biggest plums a governor can offer.
It orice was pure patronage, but the
process was changed under Patton's
predecessor, Brereton Jones. Stumbo
and all other appointees announced
Friday were selected from names sub•
mitted by a higher-education nominating commission.
- Patton reappointed Paul W. Chell..
gren, chairman and chief executive of

Ashland Inc. Newly appointed was
JoEtta Y. Wickliffe of Harrodsburg, a
banker, replacing Lois C. Weinberg of
Hindman, whose term expired.
All terms end June 30, 2003, except
where noted. Other appointments:
■ University of Louisville board of
trustees:
Marie K. Abrams and Jessica S.
Loving, both of Louisville, reappoint•
ed. Abrams is a top aide to Senate
Majority Leader David Karem.
Sandra Metts Snowden, Louisville,
replacing Nancy Lampton of Goshen.
■ Murray State University board of
regents:
Beverly Jane Ford of Benton, reappointed.
Elizabeth Griffin McCoy, Hopkinsville, replacing Arlivia Gamble, Hopkinsville.
Olivia Ann Burr of Paducah, to
complete the term of former state
Rep. Richard Lewis of Benton, who
died. Burr's term will end June 30,

2001.
■ Kentucky State University board
of regents:
Mae S. Cleveland of Lexington, replacing Robert Ison of Hopkinsville.
Brenda B. Schissler of Crestwood,
replacing Anthony T. Remsen of Lou•
isville.

■ Kentucky State University: Mae S. Cleveland of Lexington,

replacing Robert Ison of Hopkinsville, and Brenda B. Schissler of
Crestwood, replacing Anthony T.
Remsen of Louisville. Their terms
expire June 30, 2003.
■

Murray State University:

Beverly Jane Ford of Benton, reappointed; Elizabeth Griffin McCoy of
Hopkinsville, replacing Arlivia
Gamble of Hopkinsville; and Olivia
Ann Burr of Paducah, to complete
the term of fonner state Rep.
Richard Lewis of Benton, who died.
Tenns for Ford and McCoy end
June 30, 2003. Burr's term ends June

30, 2001.
■■■

The Associated Press co11tributed to this article.
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Patton appoints new
regents to universities
HERAL!rlEADER STAFF REPORT

Gov. Paul Patton has filled the openings on boards
of regents at orthem Kentucky, East~ Ke~~cky,
Morehead State and Western Kentuclcy uruvers1t1es.
The governor selects his appointees from a list prepared by a higher education nomination committee:
Northern Kentucky Unlvenlty Board of Re(ents:

Kathryn Browning Hendrickson, of Maysville. She will replace
Robin J. Crigler of Walton. Hendrickson' s term ends ~une 30. 2003.
Frank Keiser Downing, of Owenton, was reappointed to a term
ending June 20. 2003.
Eastern Kentucky University Boerd of R..-,ita:
Ernest Matt House, of London. He will replace Harold G. Campbell of Booneville. House's term ends June 30, 2003.
Jane s. Boyer of Prospect was reappointed to a term ending
June 30. 2003.
WHtem Kentucky University Board of R...-m:
Lois w. Gray, of Vine Grove. She will replace Raymond B. Preston of Henderson. Gray's term ends June 30. 2003.
Sara Lyle Hulse of Owensboro. She will replace Fred N. Mudge
of Russellville. Hulse·s term ends June 30, 2003.
Morehead Stat. UtlMratty ao.d" _, .....-:
Juanita Mills, of Lakeside Pm. She will replace Lois A. Baker
of Whitesburg. Mills' term ends June 30, 2003.
Charles M . Roads. of Ashland, has been reappointed to a term
ending June 30, 2003.
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UK uses state aid to expaµ.d
research, graduate studies
Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky will use $1.4 million in
additional state support for new research and graduate studies, UK
President Charles T. Wethington said
yesterday.
The General Assembly appropriated the money during its special session last spring to boost the university
into the top 20 public universities in
research. UK now ranks 66th among
all colleges and universities.
Wethington told the UK board of
trustees that the money will be used
to recruit and retain graduate stu·
dents, to assist faculty in research,
and to renovate and expand research
facilities.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEAOER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

The use will "let everyone know
and understand that our first discretionary money that has come our way
we are dedicating to research and
graduate missions that we think are
very important to the University of
Kentucky," Wethington said.
The initiatives reflect ideas discussed by UK's Presidential Research
and Graduate Education Task Force,
which was fanned last spring.
In other action, the trustees approved the appointment of Dr. Leon
Assael as dean of the UK College of
Dentistry. Assael previously was
chairman of the Unmrsity of- Connecticut's School of Dental Medicine.
Grady Stumbo, JoEtta Wickliffe
and Melanie Cruz were sworn in as
new trustees.

20 , 1997

UK to use $1.4 million
to.improve grad studies
the university's research facilities
and purchasing new research
In a step toward achieving the equipment.
■ "Enriching the scholarly
long-term goal of becoming a Top
20 university, University of Ken- environment for research and
tucky President Charles T. graduate education."
"(The use of the funds) will let
Wethington announced yesterday
that research and graduate stud· everyone know and understand
ies at the university will get a that our first discretionary money
that has come our way we are
:51.4 million boost.
The funds will go toward dedicating to research and graduthree new initiatives announced ate missions that we think are
during a meeting of the UK Board very important to the University
of Kentucky," Wethington said.
of Trustees.
The funds were appropriated
The initiatives focus on three
as part of the higher education
main goals:
■ Recruiting and retaining reform legislation, approved in
graduate students and providing May by the General Assembly
them with more opportunities.
■ Renovating and expanding
BY HOLLY E. STEPP
HERAU>l.EADER EDUCATION WRrTER

MOREHEAD, KY 40351- 1 689
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during its special session.
·~ 1
UK received more than $.5.4 million of the $46
million allotted during the special session - $1;4
million comes from that amount.
UK's status as a research institution was one.of
many contentious topics during the debate•oVJtr
the state's higher education reform.
":· ,
A top priority of Gov. Paul Patton's proposed
reform was launching UK among the nation's top
20 research universities.
...:Jc,
UK currently ranks 66th in the nation - 45th
among public universities - in the. amount of ft
nanciaJ suppm it attracts from
al·, state and local governments for its nwn:h.
The ranking, whlch is compiled by ti.Nati
Science Foundation, traditionally has contributed
to a university's prestige.
,.,.
UK faculty and staff attracted over $131 nilt
lion ih 'fiscal year 1996-97 in research cohtract$,
grants and gifts - about a 15 percent increase
over the previous year's $117 million.
.
To crack the top 20, UK would need t<> a
at least $280 million annually in research awar~ ,
But earlier in the year, UK officials said j$t
reaching the top 20 would require a $796 million
investment - including a one-time outlay of $691
million combined with $104 million annually., ,A~
group appointed by Patton called that cost "vastly;
overestimated."
~~-:
UK's three initiatives will most likely be incl~
ed in a report by the university's Presidential ~ search and Graduate Education Task Force, whieh
was created before the higher education specia.1
session.
1
,
Task force chairman Dan Reedy, tie faculty
trustee, said the committee would consi&r the legislature's goals and the university's ~ion when
making its reconnnendations.
)
Reedy told the board the task force expects toi
present its final report by the end of the. fall semes-j
ter.
.
I
Fi~erald Bramwell, UK vice president for re- J
search and graduate studies, said the specifics of
how the money would be distributed had not been
determined yet.
·:; ~
"I tbink we are going to tau adY-1 $ • ii ~
task for<-"t, ideas in helping UB to allilade these:
funds," Bramwell said.
·

indus&IJt[i!
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By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State ;university will take over a major collec-.
· lion of legal documenis filed iri:Iaw,
-suits attacking state school-finance
systems.
, ,
·
The .collection, . which is ~ein_g
transferred this week from .Illmo1s
State University in Normal, Ill., has
helped lawyers and ~cliool off!cia_ls
nahonwide who seekfeater equity m
school funding sai Murray State ·
President Kem Alexander.
Serving as custodian for the briefs
and other legal documents from more
than 40 states is "important to us because it puts us into national activity," said Alexander, ~ expert _on·
school financing. He said the archive
contains what are otherwise hard-toget materials that can help lawyers
who are trying to have a state's
school-financing system declared un- ·
constitutional.
Alan Hickrod, who retired last year
from the Illinois State education factilty; said he started building th~ collection about 10 Y":'rs ago. He said he
decided after retinng tliat Alexander
should take it over.
Hickrod said lawyers typically use
the collection when they are preparIng to take their cases before their
state supreme courts and are "looking
for as much ammunition as they can
find anywhere." Hickrod and his a~chive helped in preparing the lawsu,t
that led to passage of the_ Kentucky
Education Refonn Act, said Ale,~an-

def, who alsb aided the plaintiffs in
that case.
:.'It's a ~ry important collection,"
said attorney Robert Lenz of Bloomington, ,Ill.; chairman of a national
!l'OUP of.plaintiffs' attorneys involved
m school-funding lawsuits. Its materials will .enable any lawyer or scholar
interested !n constitution!!), ch!11lenge_s
to school-finance systems to ~ediately get up to speed" on the issue.
. Hickrod said the supreme court~ in
3_3 st~tes have ruled on _the co_nstitut10nal1ty of school-fundmg systems.
The school districts challenging those
systems have won in 16 of those
states, !'5 they ?id in Kentucky in
1989, H1ckrod said.
Eight states' supreme courts have
~ot ye\ ruled on challenges to schoolfmancmg systems, _and. no such ch_allenges have been filed m the remaming nine, Hickr~d said. .
.
Alexan~er. said_ lawsu,ts a~ac!dni:
the. conshtuho_nality of states d1stn- ,
bution of public school money began
in. !96~ w!lh. ~n unsuccessfyl cliallenge m Vrrgima. The lawsu,ts h~ve
drarnalic!111Y changed school-fundmg
~stems_ m most ~ates, and the trend
1s o~gomg, h~ srud..
.
Hlckrod srud Murray State and Illi~ois State will jointly !')alntai~ a listmg of all school-fundmg equ,ty lawsu,ts and their current status on the
Internet. Alexander said he hopes
Murray State can convert most of the
archive. to ele~~onic format .. The
school 1s advert1smg for an assistant
pr?fessor to teach_ education~! leader- ·
ship and manage the collection.
\

·Msoc1ATE~ tREss

, "The students seem to click.
:They're out to party," said Greg
1Hanill, a senior English major from
•Baltimore.
"You look around and you see
crazy people drinking sick amounts
of alcohol."
The Princeton Review, a New
Jersey company that provides testpreparation classes and is not affiliated with Princeton University, annually publishes the guide to colleges for high-school seniors.
It based "The !lest 311 Colleges·· of 1998 on a survey filled out
by 56,000 students at the schools.
The survey ranked 61 categories, including "happy students"
(Washington and Lee University
was· No. !), "dorms like palaces"
(Randolph-Macon Woman's College), "diverse student population"
(Harvard and Radcliffe Colleges)
and "most politically active" (College of the Atlantic).
Princeton University in New
Jersey was No. I for overall acade-

MORGANTOWN, W.Va.
he best ·place for a college party
as moved from sunny Florida to
the hills of Appalachia.
: West Virginia University is rat~d the No. 1 "party school" in a survey being released toda:, by The
Princeton Review.
:
.
It wasn't even in tlie top five
ast year..
: "If you don't want to party,
you're in the wrong place,"'marketing junior Jake Jacobsen said as he
jioisted a brew a few blocks from
£3mpus Sunday night, the night before the first day of classes.
, Last year's top party school,
~lorida State University, dropped
io sixth this year in the annual sur!,ey, behind WVU, the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, State Universi[y of New York at Albany, the University of Colorado-Boulder and
;Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
h The survey did not thrill WVU
t'resident David C. Hardesty.
' "It's inconsistent with the
facts," said Hardesty, who has
worked to dispel a party-school im~ge that dates to the 1970s. "It's an
mage problem, not a reality prob-

'
I

mic experience.
Mount Holyoke in South
Hadley, Mass., was voted most
beautiful campus, and Deep
Springs College in California had
the best food. ·

I

em."

, In fact, most students say
things have calmed down since the
:Wild days when 10,000 people
:Would crowd Morgantown's Grant
'.Avenue for unsanctioned back-toschool street parties.
: Two fraternities have even declared .their chapter houses alcohol:Cree this fall, and the university has
:tightened regulations on pre-game
~tudent tailgate parties.
: But there is still plenty going

'on.

'
Bars flanking the university's
!downtown campus start hopping
~bout 10 p.m. Students cap particu:1arly rowdy evenings by dragging
:sofas out of off-campus apartments
!and setting them afire, or by rolling
'kegs down Spruce Street.
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New changes in the federal year broadened qualifying
tax code should. encourage. :college expenses.· to include
more parents to take advan- room and board and extage of the Kentucky Educa- : panded it to include expenses
tional Savings Plan Trust .to for proprietary and vocasave for their children's post- tional schools eligible for Desecondary ·educations. That, partment of Education stuin turn, may make it more fi- dent-aid programs.
nancially possible for young
Kentucky is one of 20
Kentuckians to continue states with college savings
their educations after high plans, but the state's plan
school.
· -· · has been little ·used because
·fi th fi
·
f
t
Th t t •
h
. Per aps or e rrst tune - o poor re urns.
e s a es
ever the trust offers parents plan now· counts only 2,687
a deal as . good as they are active accounts and $5.9 millikely to receive from many lion in· investments. Its reprivate savings _plans.
·
turns on investment over the
. Congress last year made life of the plan has been a
interest earned on state col- · modest 6.25 percent - or
lege-savings plans exempt much less than parents are
from federal taxes. It also de- likely to receive from a variferred taxes on contributions ety of private savings plans.
to the plans and assigned tax
However, not having to
liability for payouts to the pay federal taxes on both
student.
contributions made to and
However to · qualify for interest earned on the Kenthose breaks, a state savings · tucky plan will make it
plan could be used only for much more competitive with
tuition and fees. Kentucky's· private plans. It's an irnporplan has no such restriction'.
tant added incentive to help
An effort led by U.S. Seh,.
more ·Kentuckians save for
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., this _their kids' equl,ations.

1'~9.~.~1,:1997--

~RANKFOR'I'. .. ·

Patton Is firm on plan for special session:
Gov. Paul Patton said yesterday he still wants to try
to have a special legislative session in September to
tackle the thorny issue of health insurance - and that
he·won't insist on full consensus among lawmakers
before proceeding. Patt~!)~ who has ~n saying f~r
weeks that he wants a consensus on the issue - said
yesterday it might take time to reach consensl!s, espedally since one potential compromise collapsed this
week when several insurance companies balked. After
meeting with state Insurance Commissioner George·
Nichols ill, Senate President Larry Saunders, DLouisville, Senate Majority Leader David Karem, DLouisville, and Lt Gov. Steve Henry yesterday, Patton
said;".l'm nofinsisting on.c_onsensus before we estabIish beginning point
aiscussion. Time is running
out for reaching of consensus before a proposal."
Patton said Nichols will create a new proposal early
iiext week, and then__he will brief legislative leaders.
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IJK administrator is named LCC-chief

-·

~;

_:::

- ... HERAL.D-l.EAQER STAFF REPORT .

;:::A top University of Kentucky
:ffiininistrator has been nained acting president of Lexington CommuW.i,' College.
=- James Chapman, vice chancellor·
ioi- public service and outreach for
OK's Lexington campus, will re'prace former president Janice
l'pedel, who resigne(l in July to acci;pt an administrative position in
liwa's system of vocational schools

and community colleges.
sity regulations and processes, and
Chapman, a native of Indi- his knowledge and experience with
anapolis, has been with UK for 25 community colleges will allow him
years, starting as chief academic of- to assist LCC during this important
ficer at Madisonville Community period," Carr said in a statement
College.
·
LCC is the only one of UK's 14
Community college system community colleges that will reChancellor Ben Carr said Chapman -main with the university. The reis an ideal person to lead LCC as maining schools will be included in
· the state's higher educatipn system a new governing body that will
is transformed.
oversee the community colleges as
"He is familiar with the univer- well as vocational schools.
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and that it's better not to wait until
of the lottery profits for higher eduyour senior year to start getting serication, and increasing the percentage
ous."
gradually to JOO percent by 2004Students at both public and private
2005.
high schools would be eligible. And
He said that if lottery profits grow
the scholarships could be used at any
at a modest rate of 3 percent per
university, college or vocational
year, which lottery officials expect, it
school in KentuckY. However, tuition
will produce more than enough to
for students attending a private
pay for his plan, based on calculaschool would be capped at tuition
tions done by lawmakers and the
levels of the UniverS11y of Kentucky
KentuckY Higher Education Assisand University of Louisville.
tance Authority.
Shaughnessy said he's enlisted
He said the cost of the scholarship
support for the bill from several senprogram would be $35 million in
ators already. One of them, Majority
2001-2002 and rise to $150 million in
Floor Leader David !{arem, D-Louis2004-2005, 81\d then level off. - - ville, said, "I would surely hope the
prospects for this bill would be good.
THE BILL also includes a require.mIt would pdo a lot
of positive
things."
ment that the General Assemblv, not
education.
The
money
now
goes
p
·d
h
h
/!.
stead to the state's General Fund.
Gov. au I atton sa, t roug a
reduce existing funding for higher
·11
b
bl
spokesman
festerday,
"We're
receiveducation because it has this new
"Under this plan we w1 e a e to
.
d
·d
·
ht
source of revenue from ,~e
easily answer t hat ques I.10n we aI- mg a 1ot o ·goo
k I heasb
t now•
'II
•• lottery.
ways get: Where does the lottery And as we wor on t e u ge we
"The idea is to use the lottery revmoney go?" he said.
see what will work aod what won't."
enue as additional source of revenue
But, more imP.ortant, Shaughnessy
THE MAIN problem with the bill to help meet what the governor says,
. 'By TOM LOFTUS ' ;1 : · 1
···said the bill "will make a higfier edu- is one that never confronted Georgia, and I agree, is our budget priority
·'the Courier-Jotimat· · Vl '"1 ,., " :cation··accessible and affordable to which dedicated its lottery revenue now - higher education,"·Shaugh1
•
N~ •
, ut' :~ i: "li : ·'_f
Rlany m~re students."
.
for scholarships -and two other edu- nessy said.
•; . FRANKFORT, Ky. - lf'y_ou have'jl ·
Georgia has award~d scholarsh1~s cation programs when its lottery beKentucky Lottery spokesman Rick
~on or daughter starting high school to 268,126 st?dents smce 1993, said gan in 1992.
Redman said the lottery would prob\tbis fall, you might have a big extra , Steve Tompkins, depu_ty press secreSince the Kentucky Lottery began ably strongly support a bill that
reason to see that they do their tary to Gov. Zell Miller. Studen1s in 1989 profits have gone to the Gen- would earmark lottery revenue for
·
who earn a "B" average ~r better m eral Fund. The lottery turned over scholarships· or some other worthy
~:liomework. · · · ·
1
,,,, A Jefferson County legislator says a core· curriculum in ~1gh school $151 million to the General Fund in cause. He also said putting profits to
r,be's going to push for a·program that qualify for the scholarship, and keep the last fiscal year. That was nearly 3 a popular program might increase
( has proven hugelf popular _in Gear- it as_ long as they retain the "B" aver- percent of the fund's total revenue.
sales. "I haven't seen any data on
1 gia and was an issue dunng Ken- age m college.
.
Eliminating that money would af- that, but the assumption is that it
tuckY's 1995 gub~rnatorial campaign . "The )>~st_ way to describe how feet state government's ability to would make some people Jess hesicollege scholarships funded by the popular 1t 1s 1s this fact-;--95 percent fund other areas such as elementary tant about buying a lottery ticket,"
state lottery.
. of the fre~hm~'! entenng o'!r two and secondary education, social serv- Redmari said.
.' • A bill drafted by Sen. Tim Shaugh- larges\ umvers1t1es - Georgia and ice programs and the state police, ofRedman noted that lottery profits
·nessy D-Jeffersontown is modeled Georgia Tech - had these scholar- ficials said.
h
h
·
19
d
""e.·,.'r-en_ ia,'s.. HOP_E. ·'s.. c,holarshi s shipslastyear,"Tompkin,ssaid.
Rif.. Harry Moberly, chairman of
avesrowneac yearsmce· 93 an
l!,n•dfJ·Js··>.'s·1m"rg1·ar tp a·_p·_ro,nosal·made Py__
Under Shaughnessy s groposa_l,.
b' d
.
"d h
he said the lottery remains hopeful
m
r
b
the ouse u get committee, sa1 e growth will continue.
.
~IiBob Babbage
during hlS unsuccessful studenl'L woul~ earn a sc. olarship likes the concept of scholarships, but
But he warned that tough chalrun 'or govemor. : • ' •· ·
·.. c_overinf, one-eighth o_f the_ir college· he opr.oses dedicating lottery rev,. very excit~d a~Q~~ !h,i~ idea. tuition or each'ye~r m h1gh sch00I ' enues or any particular program.
lenges .face the lottery - primarily
"!'m
'Ws ·goj~g- to be ll)y pilol'!ty·fo~ t~e, they have a B average (3.0 to 3.49
"The state has a lot of competing competition from riverboat casinos,
'1998 sesswn," Shaughnessy said !D' G!'.A). Stu~ents woulaearn a sc~olar- needs. This is a very good idea, but one of which is expected to open
/an inteiview.
;
· ·
, " · . ~~1p covenng one-fo~rth ~f their tu- whether we fund it or not ought 10 be ~ithin a year near Louisville in Har~-, Under the propo~al, students who . illon for each year m high school determined by weighing its merits nson County, Ind. .
.
t~re entering• high· school this fall ,. t~ey have an A average (3.5 GPA or' againstthose other state programs,'' j Shaughn~ssy said his plan. h~s
·twou\d be the first Ill. qualify for _the , higher).
said Moberly D-Richmond.
some margm to account for a dip m
~•commonwealth Mef!t'Scho1arsh1p."
So students who earn an A average
.
.•
. ·
lottery reveque - the amount of
th
t1"he ''first scholarsh1ps would be . in eacb·year of high school wo'!ld get
But e bill would give 11 percent I scholarships for a particular year can
•· awarded in the fall of 2001.
a full scholarship. A scholarship lost or m_ore of lot_tery revenue !0 boost ' be reduced to fit the available money.
. Th. h I h"
b d st ·ct1y because of poor grades in college can fundmg for ex1stmg grant programs. I R b rt S t
1· . d'
e sc o ars ips are ase n
. be restored if grades improve
· And it would give a share of lottery . f lob ep . hex odnC, exec~ ive f irector
on high school academic record, not
.
·
,
·
th
,
o
e
nc
ar
omm1ttee
or Acafinanc.,al n•ed.
.
"I like the idea of basmg the schol- j revenue 1o spec1a1 programs a1 I d . E II
'd "I . h" k h"
,.
' year-by-year wer~ Pgart · f Patto
pfan ran
for im• isem1c
ence,
satworth
' texploring
m t is
Shaughnessy
said his bill would re- .arships Ol) a students
d n's ed
an ideaxce
very
much
-solve the controversk over whethet r
rd ,·n hi_gh school " Shaughnessy proVln pas -secon ary uca 1 ·
sen·ously "
re~o .,
.
'
Shaughnessy's bill calls for gradu·
~state government bro ea promise by , s~1d.
I th1~k. that creates some ex- all weaning the General Fund from . Among other advantages, he said,
!_ not dedicating all lottery profits to
c1tement w1thm _the stud~nt. I~ says its~ottery revenue. He proposes .be- 11 could encourage, more top high
that P.rog~~ss_ is importan eac year 1?innin1? in 1998-99 takinl? 10 nerr•nt

1State lllight use
lottecy profits
ffor sc;holarships

High sc;hopl grades
~would determine
., who got the money
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Another free lunch
HE DEMOCRATS in the penny it costs. Build first-rate
state Senate must be schools, and they will come.
Would it be fair to Kentucky's
getting desperate. With
Tim Shaughnessy in the high school students? No. Relead, they're resurrect- warding As and Bs may sound
ing a bad idea - a big new spend- good (especially as a diversion
ing program that would contrib- from KIRIS scores). But any Sunute little or nothing to progress.
day school teacher, Boy Scout
Now, there's no doubt tftat Sen. leader, or high school counselor
Shaughnessy's scheme to give ev- - or anybody with a family, for
ery A student a free college edu- that matter - can tell you that
cation and every B student a half- grades alone are a poor ~d~ for
priced one, all
determining
allegedly paid . - - - - - -- __.,,._·-,-, ,-.-- .-,.. - - ~ who deserves a
for with state
break, who will
·"Kentucky ,<:t~esn't
lottery pro make
the most
~.need any ..,... , ·..
ceeds,
ranks
of an opportuway up there
nity, who con:, [equcation
on the feeltributes
and
good scale. But
gives of their
almost any othtalents.
. 'aways. It n .
er way you
Would it be
.
measure it, it's .irfolfow-throu
fair to Ken.
:,;: ::::t~-?.. ¾~~~- . .
a loser.
tucky's
famWould it foilies? No. Not
cus state resources on an impor- only would it be distributed withtant education problem? No.
out regard to need, but it could
Kentucky's higher education easily become an outrageous, uppriorities. as Gov. Patton rightly ward redistribution of money - a
determined, are overwhelmingly middle-class subsidy financed by
matters of quality, not quantity or the less well off, who disproporcost. We must spend millions to tionately play the lottery.
create the quality - the strong
Would earmarking the lottery
faculty and the marketable de- proceeds be good budget policy?
grees, the cutting-edge research No. No state program should be
and the centers of excellence dependent on the vagaries of the
that the state desperately needs. gambling take. If it's worth doing,
Siphoning $150 million a year out it's worth paying for, even if every
of the state budget - 3 percent of lottery sucker switches to Indithe General Fund - won't do a ana's riverboat roulette.
thing to help that.
Kentucky doesn't need any
Would it significantly lower the more gimmicks or give-aways. It
number of good students who needs
follow-through. Make
choose to go elsewhere for higher KERA succeed. Make the univereducation? No. We already offer sities strong. Make UK great.
cheap tuition, scholarships and Make our workers the best
aid, and they still go off. Why? Be- trained in the region.
cause they understand that a
Then we won't have to bribe
quality education is worth every anybody into staying.

T
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CORRECTIONS AND
CLARIFICATIONS
An article in yesterday's Herald-Leader misstated the total
amount of research grants and contracts received by the University of
Kentucky. During fiscal 1996-97.
UK received £125 million in research grants, a 10 percent increase
over the previous year's figure.

' igi.riuhicKs ·
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/ Acting leader of community college named
LEXINGTON, Ky. - University of Kentucky official James Chap-

man has been named acting president of UK's Lexington Community
College. Chapman, vice chancellor for public service and outreach at
· UK's l.exington campus, will succeed Janice Friedel. She recently
was named to head Iowa's system of community colleges and vocational and technical schools. Chapman's appointment is effective
Sept. 1.
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Centre, Berea rank high in college study
By ANN GIBSON
Associated Press
Two private colleges in Central
Kentucliy are on U$. News & World
Report's newest list of the nation's
tOJJ colleges and universities.
Berea College was rated tops in
the South among regional Hberal-arts
colleges based on aca_demic reputation, student retention and financial
resources. In a ranking of national
liberal-arts schools by academic
quality, Centre College, in Danville,
ranked 40th. The lists were released
yesterday.
''We are pleased that our peers
value the special work we do in seiving the students and families of
Southern Appalachia," said Berea
College President Larry D. Shinn.
"As a college committed for nearly

a century and a half to the intertwined educational goals of learning,
labor and service, we value our
unique past and are striving to meet
the needs of students,'' Shinn said.
This is the fourth year Berea has
received a No. I ratini;. Berea's 1,500
students pay no tuillon and are required to work 10 to 15 hours a week
to offset the cost of their education.
Centre College, with fewer than
1,000 students, was listed with such
elite colleges as Swarthmore College,
Amherst College and Wellesley College as the best liberal-arts schools
overall in terms of quality.
John Ward, Centre's vice president
for academic affairs, ·said the
school's administration was pleased
with what he called an "affirmation"
· by U.S. News & World Report:
"It values exactly what we do so

well, which is teaching and learning," Ward said.
Centre also appeared in Money
magazine's rankings last week of the
best buys in college education. It was
listed 83rd among all schools.
No state-supported college or university in Kentucky made the U.S.
News lists of the top national and regional schools. The national university list was led by Haivard University
and Princeton University in a tie for
first place, followed by Duke University, Yale University and Stanford
University.
Gov. Paul Patton has the stated
goal of raising the academic prestige
of the state's public universities, particularly the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville. Both
have been promised increases in research funding.
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leges and universities.
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John Ward, Centre's vice presi, ·
Berea College was rated tops in dent for academic affairs, said the·
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administration
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arts colleges, based on academic pleased with what he called an "af: ;
reputation, student retention and fl- firmation" by U:S. News & World ··
nancial resources.
Report.
·
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In a ranking of national liberal
"lt·values exactly what we do·.
arts schools by academic quality, so well, which is teaching and
Centre College, iri Danville, ranked learning," Ward said.
40th. The lists were released yesterCentre also appeared in Mone:,:
day.
.
.. · .
magazine's rankings last week of
"We are pleased that our peers the best buys in college education,,
value the. special work w~ do in
was listed 83rd among alf:
serving·the students and families of schools.
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Southern Appalachia," said Berea
No state-supported college or.·
College President Larry D. Shinn.
university in Kenl\Icky made the,
"As a coll.~ge_xo_mmitted for µ.s.. _Ne~s lists of the to_p na~oll/11.
Inearly a century;and a half to the and :regional schools; Tlie nat10naL.
intertwined ·educatioiial''. goals of university list was led by Harvard' :
learning, labor ~i! .~jce, w~ val- University and Princeton Univei;ii- .
ue.our__ unique p.ast ~g \If.~ ,~tri-vin~ ty in a tie f~r fir_st place, fol!owe~
to_:me~_t_J~e,}!~S;.~f;s~'W1ts, . by,Duke Umvers1~, Yal_e Umv~-~i.
S_!iirui_~-'~•.\f. :-t2.'~~~q,~~ 'J"«ty.·and Stanford Umvers1ty.
·
- Tlils, 1s·Jthe,foilrtn Y~'.,that. . Gov. Paul Patton has the statec\.
Ber~ l\iis.'re¢e.i.YW.[it!§;~;:fu!irig. .goal of raising the aca~erni~ pr~;:
Berea's.l·,500 stuaents. pay··no tu-. tige of the state's pubhc umvers1,·
ition,_ and a_r_e~q.1·ci). to_·;work 10. ties;.particularly the. University.gf:
to,,15:~ofii-s.'.'l\;:f'.:. ,if~'~\iff.!~t the.•. Ken~c!cY and the• University ef.,
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· Lcimsvdle. Both have been
.Centre College,,witn fewer.than promised · increases in researclt,
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Student gender gap worries colleges
BY PAM KELLEY
KNIGHT·RIDOER NEWS SERI/ICE

Now that
women outnumber men
in college
enrollment,
some
schools are
pondering
"affirmative
action" in
recruiting
men, to
keep the
genders
balanced.

CHARLOTTE. ~.C. - In her
search for the perfect college, Mag•
gie Trees visited three campuses
last spring. When she arrived on
the final campus. l.JNC-Chapel Hill.
she took only minutes to make up
her mind. ·'This is it." she told her
mom. She enrolled last week.
In the process, Trees became
part of a quiet revolution that has.
in less than a generation. transformed American higher education.
Twenty-five years ago, in 1972,
T itle IX outlawed sex discrimina•
tion in education and opened doors
for women on college campuses
across America.
But few people expected what
happened next: The number of
women attending college eclipsed
the number of men. Today, women
make up more than 55 percent of
the nation's undergraduate enroll•
ment. At Chapel Hill, it's 60 percent.
As classes begin this month, a
growing gender gap on some cam•
puses, particularly at private liberal
arts colleges. has spurred a new de•
bate: Should schools lower standards for men or recruit more so
they can keep their male-female ra·
rios nearly equal?
·'The college people call me
from time to time and say. 'What's
going on here? Do we have to have
some affirmative action for men to
achieve gender balance?"' says
Thomas Mortenson, a higher-edu•
cation policy analyst in Iowa.
Explanations for the disappear•
ing-male
phenomenon
vary.
Though boys outnumber girls nationally, some educators think fewer males attend college because it's
still easier for them to earn a decent
wage without a.college education.
Some think maturity plays a
role. "I think there's some evidence
... that the 13- to 16-year-old female
is probably ... more mature than the
early teen male," says Bill Starling,
Wake Forest University's director
of admissions and financial aid:'
As- UNC freshman Bridgett
Williams of Rock Hill, S.C., puts it:
"It's just like girls are more focused
or something."
But some experts think the lower numbers of college men•illustrate
a crisis facing American men and
boys. Although they acknowledge
that men still control a dispropor•
tionate share of power in society,
they also point to the soaring numbers of boys found to have learning
and behavioral problems and the
growing population of young men
behind bars.
These troubling trends reflect
male anxiety over the evolving role
of men in society, some experts say.
"The plate tectonics of gender are
shifting under our feet, and we're
seeing the eruptions of psychic

earthquakes:' says Barney 13rn\\·er.
school stopped considering gender
co-director of the Harvard Project
and looked solely at the strenj!th of
on Women's Psychology, l3oys· De•
the applicant. he estimates. fema le
velopment and the Culture of Man·
enrollment would rise to about 55
percent, and male numbers would
hood.
drop to 45 percent.
· Enrollment changes at UNC
Davidson College also works to
dramatize recent shifts in the nakeep its enrollment 50-50.
tion's gender roles.
In the mid-1960s, Trees· mother.
Ironic affirmative action
Lois Whisnant. didn't even bother
applying to Chapel Hill. because
But some people question prac·
she knew the school accepted few
tices that can give male applicants
f~male freshman. Like many
an advantage over women.
women. she went to school else·
: : "It's especially ironic these
where and transferred to UNC as a
days, when affirmative action tar·
junior.
geting minorities and women to
As a student, it never occurred
help them overcome years of dis•
to her that U C's admissions poli•
crimination is under attack. that
cy discriminated against her. "It ac•
schools would feel free to make ef•
tually didn't hit me till later," says
forts to recruit white males who'\'e
Whisnant. who lives near Shelby.
never faced those kinds of barri•
N.C. '·That really shows a change
ers," says Marcia Greenberger, co·
in times. doesn't it?''
president of the National Women's
The 1972 passage of Title IX
Law Center.
signaled the end of discriminatory
"I would ask why is it when the
admissions policies at UNC and
(gender) balance was the opposite.
most public colleges. That year.
it was acceptable? What does it
women made up 38.7 percent of
mean about the value placed on
UNC's undergraduates. Just five
women?" she says.
vears later. in 1977, women became
Still. the growing number of
the majoriry. A year later. they be·
women ,,·orries ·ome college offi•
came the majority nationally. By
cials. who argue that a balanced
1992. UNC's female undergraduate
student body creates a better learn·
enrollment hit 60 percent.
ing and social environment.
As female numbers grew in the
The Associated Colleges of the
'80s. some UNC trustees worried
\tlidwest. a consortium of private
about the imbalance. One sugge:,t·
schools that includes Carleton. l3e·
ed "an affirmative action plan for
loit, and Colorado colleges. has
men."
even launched a study to find out
But because UNC is public. it
why gender disparities at many of
can't use gender as a factor in ad·
its schools exceed national aver•
missions. Today, many UNC stu·
ages. Officials at those schools
dents know women outnumber
wonder whether men dismiss liber·
men. but say it's not a major issue.
al ans colleges because they don't
"I think it's fair:· says incoming
see them as a practical route to jobs
freshman \ fi ller Jones. who gradu•
in engineering and businc:,;s.
ated from Pro\·idence High School
in Charlotte. ~.C. "Now men know
Why don't men attend?
how it feels ro be in the minorirv."
But ~ome experts crave an•
Says Trees: ·'It doesn't matter. I
swers deeper than whether men are
don't ha\·e an opinion either way
selecting one type of school uver
on it."
another. They want to know why
In fact. women are the majority
so few men are choosing college at
on most Carolina campuses.
all.
Among North Carolina's 16 public
The trend seems curious. It
universities, for instance, only two
runs
count~r
to
research
ciiroll more men: N.C. State Univer·
demonstrating that teachers give
61ty in Raleigh and the N.C. School
boys more attention than girls and
of the Arts in Winston-Salem.
that
women still face a chilly cli•
~: At both schools, officials say,
mate in some male-dominated prooutnumber women because of
grams. such as science and engitcaditionally male programs such
neering.
as engineering and agriculture at
But for the past two years. HarN.C. State and film and design and
vard's Barney Brawer and Carol
production at the School of the
Gilligan have explored what BrawA.rts.
er calls "an extraordinary silent cri•
At some private campuses,
sis of men and boys in our culture."
though, admissions officials consid•
Consider that the violent crime
~ an applicant's gender to ensure a
rate in the United States is among
l:iilanced male-female ratio.
the highest in the industrialized
At Wake Forest in Winston•
world. That the percentage of
Salem, N.C., for instance, under·
Americans in prison is among the
graduate maie applicants get
world's highest. That 94 percent of
slightly preferential treatment,
the nation's prisoners are men.
S!3rling says.
• "Our basic premise as we start
programming the class would be to ,
;Yl o/GE-)
~ it ab9ut 50-50," he says. If the
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KCTCS will intprove higher educatio.n· in state
By PAUL
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: In the past, we have de:pended on single institutions
:to solve problems. But we now
:live in a world where our chal:1engPs exceed the capacity and
;jurisdiction of a single orga;nization and must be ad;dressed through partnerships
:that bring together the various
'agencies needed to get things
:done.
· Kentuckians are witnessing
. the birth of a system that ap:plies this concept to postsec:ondary education. The new
'Kentucky Community and
Technical College System
(KCTCS) is a partnership betwren the state's community
co lieges and postsecondary
: technical schools and, when
: combined with other higher
: education initiatives, will sig. nificantly improve postsecond- ·
a ry education in our state.
, When all the components of
. this new college system are in
: place on July 1, 1998, it will be
the largest postsecondary institution in Kentucky and have
the third largest budget, after
the University of Kentucky

Paul E. Patton

and the University of Louisville. The KCTCS will increase
education and training opportunities for individuals,
and quicken response time for
meeting the requirements of
businesses and industries.
This new college system wiil
not be encumbered by the bureaucracy of state government.
With its independent board of
regents, the KCTCS will have.
the flexibility to respond

quickly to regional and community. needs. Local companies will receive the best services from both KCTCS
branches, as Jechnical education and the community col. leges combine their strengths
to provide customized education and training programs.
The KCTCS will positively
impact the state and students
in other ways:
►The income of Kentuck. ians, which is only about 83
percent of those living in
neighboring states, will increase as better education attracts new and better jobs.
►The legislation that created KCTCS provides critically
needed funding to the community colleges, four-year colleges and technical schools.
► Students will be able to
more easily transfer credits
among technical institutions,
community colleges and fouryear colleges and universities .
► Students will benefit from
increased flexibility in the system such as easier entry, more
exit points and more degree
options.

Although the KCTCS will the next few weeks. •
not be totally in place until
A KCTCS transition team
next July, there has beei1 sub- has 1/een working for apstantial progress in establish- proximately two months and is
ing the new college. Last addressing such issues as budmonth, I appointed eight indi- get, personnel and accreditaviduals to the KCTCS Board of tion. The transition team also
Regents after a meticulous se- is assisting the Board. of Relection process. 1 personally in- gents in the search for the first
terviewed all 24 nomin'ee.s. KCTCS president, and is workEvery person interviewed was ing with each community colan outstanding candidate, and lege and technical education
the eight selected were the institution to determine the
best of the best.
most effective allocation of the
The new board members rep- new funding approved by the
resent such major industries General Assembly'.
as Ashland Inc., Toyota and
Outstanding progress has
United Parcel Service. The been made during the past sevboard also rep res en ts small eral weeks, thanks to .a coopbusinesses and organized erative effort by representalabor.
tives of the Cabinet for WorkPostsecondary technical edu- force Development, University
cation and the community col- of Kentucky and other memlege system will each elect a bers of the transition team.
faculty representative, staff Many are sacrificing their perrepresentative and student sonal allegiancei; and interests
representative to the board in to do what is best for · Ken-
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lucky. Members of tl:ie Boar~
of Regents have pledged to. do
the same.
•
.:
These are exclt_ing times
postsecondary education ·iri
our state, tinies that will · be
chronicled. in Kentucky's history. We're laying the founda-·
tion for a new college, KCTCS;
and we're. beginning other initiatives that will, improve our
four-year colleges and urilvei-'.
sities.
~
Change is coming, and
change is necessary. We are
firmly committed to constructing a responsive, flexible and
efficient postsecondary education system that produces well
educated and highly trained
Kentuckians. We can alfo~d tc;, _
do no less.
· · ',

'for

1

PAULE. PATION, has made
improving higher education a,.
focal point of his administration.
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Bull market helps
•
. coIIe~es
mcrellSe
the :it,.en-.Dow·-ments· ~"F
.I.A.

1H£RALD-LEAOER STAFF WRITERS

Transylvania University President Charles Shearer
hesitates to call ,his university's endowment flush.
But the 1JDOO-student Transylvania, with an impressive $103'.7 million endowment, certainly is doing
all right, he saiil.
. ·
The lion's share of the credit goes to the bullish
stock market.
. ·
.
·
Transyl,7lliia invests 90 percent of its cash gifts-:
which make up the endowment - in stocks.
:
That means the university, :like_ many across th,e
nation, is reaping the benefits of a stcick niarket th:!t
saw the Dow ]'ones Industrial Average break 8,000 this
month for the iirst time.
'
Transylv.ania's endowment grew by more, t ~
than $20 million from 1996 to 1997, to $103.7 m!lhon,
according to 1u,n1versity fi~es.
. ,
. ·
"The primacy explanatmn for the mcrease !n our
endowment ·value over the last three years IS the
growth that has occurred during a bull market," Shearer ~ger unwersities al$o have ·sre\i. cpmparabl~
growth in their endowments.
· .. .
·
.
The University of Kentucky's endowment grew by
$34 million in fiscal 1996, putting it
at $194 million.
l That growth "can be largely atµibuted to our stock investments,"
$aid David Adkins, manager for
UK's billing and collections.
:! Colleges' endowment -requirements vary, largely according to
their academic missions. ·
Harvard University lands at the
:top of a college en~owment i;a!)kijng, with a whopping $8.8 billion
invested
: That's not surprising, given
Harvard's reputation for producing
!op-notch research and attracting
/hationally known scholars.
i · But big-name universities aren't
fhe only ones with large endowjnents.
·
" ,Berea College had an endow'ment of $445 million in 1996, a
!reasure chest larger than those of
institutions such as Georgetown
University and the University of
~ami.
• -'This year the college's endow·.inent stands at $521 million.
:.=t>rlvate colleges and universities
,Zn need. bigger endowments
Ee·.tliey receive little state or fed1!1:11%.°funding. for. their programs.
,espajally ,true_· !1! Berea,"
,Ore'studen.ts ~Y. no tuition.
'
·•-·,So•how b1g'1S big enough?
;,;-:.::"!,guess the answer is jt's never
l;ig, enough,•···said,. Don Feltner,
'Eailtem Kentucky University's vice
jresident · of university relations
·lbld development ·
,,
: :.:"Every college wants an ever.growiµg ,endowment t? continuousi~improve the education they offer
'stiiclents," he said

:z=t'~.-

.,

.

.

Where the money goes
l's· For,most areh colleges, scholar,:Mps ;toifthe lisfofjyays endow-

•~ents are spent _ .:j1 :;•.i"·-"":

;I;:, "Tliaf.s the ~ig on;;,;..!,~lva:..

,'1ia's ·Shearer said
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i But a hearty endowment d~esm't mean colleges will he handmg
out cash as students file onto campus this week.
: It's a little harder than that to
pinpoint how earnings from the i~yested endowment are spent, umyersity officials said.
: "It has just helped t~e financia,!
v,ell-being of the school m general,
!lfil!l Jim Kenan, director ~f Transyl- _
vania's investment committee.
Perhaps the biggest benefit of a
growing endowment is a stable
source of long-term income. After
an: universities spend just a
fra'.ction of their endoW',lent's eam·ings·each year.."'. · ':::·.,., ·
,.
. - ·At UK, only 5 percent of the endowment earnings is spent annually.;'.fhe !est is teinv~ted., . .
·,~,-~One of 6Qr mam goals 1s to
~ke sure our endowment is.growing fast enough to cover inflation,"
Adkins said.
·
University officials said larger
endowments. mean more scholarships to students and research
grants to professors. More endowment ·money also makes for upgi:aded coniputer labs.. ,
_
<;J[",~Af;. th1f'ericlowmeilt grows, you
iih''.do morbJoi- theifaculty and im'i:lrove'..'iducation: "for Jtudents,"
Sliearer'saict!'. t,,,, ,:,r·: . ·
I1 ·:. ,E···
·t· ··- K·entucky's Feltner
,, asern
,
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"Since less than half. of our operating budget Cllmes from state·
appropriations, our endowment
serves as enrichment money for our
programs," Feltner said. "It gives
us the opportunity to enhance our
academic programs." ·
Managing the money
.When donors make contributions to a university, they may designate how the funds are spent or
invested; if not, it is, UP. to the institution to decide.
.
Universities rely on investment
committees and. outs'ide financial
managers to set parameters· on in- .
vesting.
.· ·,-:•·[~ff~t?X.1: f/;f;j.;~.:i
,L•. Often the cntcaJ 'llecision is
tablishing how much of the endowment will go into stocks and how____
much into bonds. _:;;·,c' ,:'. ·--~ '.' °:i
: At the University of Louisville,
the split is 75 percent stocks, 25
percent bonds.
·
At bigger universities, the investment strategy may be more aggressive.
For example, the Ivy League set .
might speculate on -oil· futures or
take advantage of initialOpublic of, 'er1•n·gs •
_,~?~-:-:t
:s:1;~~;tt~f
, J.I
,
,•,~._-'~
I ':
Such a risk paio.:"off for. Stani f<ircfUniversity, aiiJnJtial investor··•
! in Netsca~,Collll!1uriifiltioiis C~rp•.
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to increase our endowment." said

Earl Baldwin. EKU vice president
for business affairs.

In for the long haul
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For most cii11egeii'~iid universlti~s:iriilowmenis pr~atti\&·~Jor1i{~~';;'t
scholarships; professorships ·and a:variety of academic eiirictimenft( ".)i~;;·r,,
programs. They can run the gamut in sizes from Harvard·.University'_s;r··:f.1;;)'·
mammoth endow1:1ent of $8.8 billion to the Unlvers_ity of ',\ll_sc;o~ln;-' ?1&f''\,
Whitewater's relatively small endowm_ent of $2.4 m1lhon, -':·,t:J, '!it"'t
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Financial gifts from alumni,
corporations and institutions.
There are two types of gifts:
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Unrestricted

Restricted•

Gifts that can be used where ··
the university sees the most
need.
=-,..-----c,
.,,._,

Gifts that are to be used for
specific programs at the
- university.
.
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Herald-Leader news resea;cheilinda Smith-Niemi contributed.lo.'.
this report.
·· ·

Endowed chair/
· professorship

Scholarships
Annual'sctiolarships are
funded through
·endowments..

Unlike Wall Street investors,
universities don't play the market
day to day .
They plan for 15 years or more
into the future.
"Our goals with our endowment
are to be able to cover the university's growing expenses," said Adkins of UK.
"We want to make sure that we
have steady growth to be able to .
consistently allot our scholarships,
professorships and endowed chairs
the money they need each yeart- _....
Universities don't want to be
left in the lurch by making bad in•· ,
vestment decisions.
•~h· :
Of course, taking fewer risks' :
also means missing out on deals· .
like the one Stanford had withNetscape.
..;._
"If I had a· crystal ball anir
knew what to do, I would have
billion-dollar endowment," Kenan
of Transylvania said:
.
__
••
! _,·-~-

Special professorships are
established to reward or
attract distinguished faculty.

:~

~}Sl~!~,..,·•
~

--~.-~

fil ,,

. Department enrichment
· funds
,~

, Lectureships
Special speakers are brought
annually to campus to
discuss special disciplines

Other enhancement
activities at the campus'
departments.

, ',:i1~~fl[~rt~f:"~~~~1t£;i
SOURCE: National Association of College and University Business Officers
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ago, Netscape's market capitaliza"Blue chips are always the intion is $4 billion.
'
vestment of choice" for universities,
It's safe to say Stanford made a Bird said.
killing.
·
That holds true for larger uni"Obviously they (Stanford) hit versities too - UK holds stock in
the mother lode with·their Netscape companies such as General Electric
investment," said Sharon Bird; vice and Coca Cola. Other perennial fa.
president for investments of Lex- vorites include IBM.and Procter &
ington Investment Company Inc.
Gamble.
But Central Kentucky's area
Eastern Kentucky took a more
universities say that is too risky.
conservative approach until just reTransylvania, like most area cently. Until April 1996, the bulk of
colleges, prefers to buy name-brand the university's endowment went
stocks, such as Bristol-Myers into CDs, which return about 5 perSquibb and Johnson & Johnson, cent.
and hold them.
Now, Eastern Kentucky has 60
"Basically, we don't try, to time percent of its $5.9 million endowthe- market. We just try to make ment invested in three mutual
good -investments ·and hold _onto;· funds. The rest is in CDs, bonds
them," th_e investrnent com~i_tt~_e•~ }';and ·real estate:Officials there said Ken~~ts!~iiirising: ~;id' Bird:'~tbl ~tqe.~g:~n~~~~fc;~i6fst~e1ft:
also serves ~n Georgetown Col•,f:. tie. mor_e, .conservative than_ other_
lege's foundation hoard.
. ,, .. _· · . ::'-.\J!llVers1t1~, but V{e have managed
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Murray State ranks high in value for money
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State University has been recognized as
one of the best values for a college education in the South.
•...,...,._••
U.S. News and World Report magazine's annual survey ranked
Murray State in the top tier of Southern regional schools for value. It
was _the ?nly Kentucky sch(?Ol named:among southern regional universttles m the Best Value-Discount Prices category, placing fourth,
. It also ra_nked fifth in bot~ the Operating Efficiency and Top Regional Public Schools categones.
-,,,%.:,·,
. .,;_;.·,; '"· •..
Best_ Value schools are recognized as those that offer a high-quality
education at a reasonable cost.
• ,
.,~: · . ...· ,.
-

,.,..-;_:i

The Daily lndep_endent, Ashland, Kentucky,
Saturday, August 23, 199 7

Macy hites
assistant
MOREHEAD :_· Diego
McCoy has joined Kyle Macy's
basketball staff at Morehead
State University.
McCoy, a former college
player at West Virginia and
Lincoln Memorial, where he
earned a bachelor's degrees in
sports management, was hired
Friday as an assistant coach.
McCoy, who· p1ayed·' professionally overseas for six years,
comes to Morehead from Middlesboro High School. .. The 36·
year-old also coached at Cleveland State (Tenn.) Community
College.
- -- ... ..-'., .•-..---, ...
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COLLEGES TURN TO 'MIGRANT LABOR'
BY BRENT STAPLES
The writer Is a member of the editorial
board .of The New Yorlc nmes.

T

ENURED professors are held
in such contempt that just
about everyone feels free to
demonize them. But while the country fixates on the cloistered academic with the cushy job for life,
tenure is actually withering of its
own accord. Data from the U. S. Department of Education and the
American Association of University
Professors show that only about 25
percent of America's 1.2 million college teachers are tenured - a proportion that is surprisingly small
and decreasing. In addition, of current full-time faculty who do not
have tenure, only about 40
percent are eligible to apply, down from about 60
percent two decades ago.
Most college teachers can
look forward to part-time
work at best. Almost half
of four-year faculty and 65
percent of two-year faculty are part-timers.
Most are the campus
equivalent of migrant
workers, with no stake at
all in the schools for
which they work, They
earn about $1,500 a
course, with no benefits
or pension. With such miserly pay, many of them
hold several jobs at once,
and spend the week rushing from one campus to
the next. This leaves little
time for faculty meetings,
thoughtful readings of assignments or the one-on-one student contact that even middling colleges once took for granted, The
Chronicle of Higher Education recently referred to migrants as "invisible faculty" who stand at the
margins of campus life and disappear when the bell rings. Not many
industries could flourish with such
an atomized work force. Judging
from recent articles and complaints,
colleges dominated by adjunct labor
are colleges to avoid.
The part-time revolution was in
some measure a response to the tenure system, which had grown cum-

bersome and expensive, particularly
for institutions with small endowments and shrinking revenues. Tenure was created 50 years ago as a
way of insuring academic freedom
for scholars who traveled uncharted
areas or held unpopular views. The
promise of a job for life allowed universities to compensate for meager
pay, while trumping more lucrative
offers from the private sector. Still,
many colleges scrutinized tenure
candidates poorly before locking
them into place. As money got
tighter, some colleges found themselves over tenured and over budget,
a predicament that worsened after
Congress changed the mandatory retirement law.

Bennington College in Vermont
made headlines in 1994 when it abolished tenure and placed its faculty on
contracts. A few mid-rank schools
have tinkered with the mechanism,
typically adding post-tenure review.
But no major college or university
has followed the Bennington example. The Unive~sity of Minnesota
tried and failed. Last year, the state
was thrown into chaos when the university trustees tried to introduce a
layoff provision and threatened to
dismiss professors who did not maintain "cooperative" attitudes; The fac•
ulty threatened to unionize - un-

heard of at the most important state
universities. The university's Board
of Regents abandoned the plan, realizing that it was driving away young
talent.
Nationally, early retirement incentives have substantially lightened college payrolls, Even so, all but the
first-rank schools have replaced retirees with part-timers. In the once-enviable public systems of California
and New York City, full-time faculty
have dwindled as the adjunct ranks
have grown. Diminished opportunity
is driving men in particular from the
field, leading to what researchers call
the "feminization" of teaching.
But the part-time revolution has
scarcely touched the elite schools,
which argue that tenure is
needed to attract the best
candidates and to maintain
institutional integrity. At
Swarthmore College in
Pennsylvania, consistently
among the top colleges in
the country, the provost,
Jennie Keith, says the cost
is well worth it.
Outside of lab workers
and substitutes for faculty
on sabbatical, all faculty
members at Swarthmore
are on the tenure track.
They are first given fouryear contracts, which may
or may not be renewed,
and come up for tenure
during the sixth year, by
which time they have been
thoroughly evaluated. "We
expect our professors to do
a great deal of intensive,
one-on-one teaching."
Keith said. "They advise students on
research projects and are essentially
on call around the clock. We ask a lot
of them. It's only fair that we give
something in return."
.
Tenure does not guarantee vibrant
and resourceful teaching. But the
"invisible faculty" system that is replacing it precludes the stability that
makes the best teaching at least possible. Colleges need to find the midpoint between faculties that grow
stale and stay in place no matter
what and faculties of migrants dashing to and from their cars.
o New York Times News Sen1ce
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Location, financial aid
helped Centre.claim
high ranking for value
'I

•

College did well
in magazine report
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
Students shopping for a liberal arts
college that delivers high educational
value per dollar can't do much better
than Centre College or Wabash College, according to U.S, News & World
Report.
The magazine ranks Centre, in
Danville, Ky., and Wabash, in Crawfordsville, Ind., among the eight
schools of their kind that do the best
job of offering educationai quality at a
reasonable cost. The rankings are
part of U.S. News' 11th annual

"America's Best Colleges" issue, due
on newsstands today.
. , -.
John C. Ward, Centre's vice president for academic affairs, said one
reason the private school can offer a
strong education at a discount is simply its location. Danville is "a place
where things don't cost as much as .
they do in Chicago and New York,"·•
he said.
_ ... , ,.. . ....
The average student af Centre pays ·
only 47 percent of the full estimated
cost of attendance. Ward said a generous student-aid irrogram - backed
by the school's $120 million college
endowment - bestows need-based or
merit-based awards -on about 80 percent of Centre's students.
. · ..
Murray State University was the
only public university in Kentucky
that the magazine rated high on educational value per dollar. It tied with
two other schools :for fourth place
among regional universities in the
South.
·
Murray· ,yas also ra~d ltlgh ori
overall quality and operating efficiency, placing fifth on both measures
among comparable osehools in its region.
.
Two Indiana schools made the·bestvalue list. for regional universities in
the Midwest - Vallparaiso•University
in a tie for second ,place, and Butle;
University, in· a tie for 12th.
U.S. News mliks about I,400
four-year colleges :nationwide but. divides them into four•categories - national universities. ,regional universities, national liberal arts colleges.
and regional liberal arts colleges. .
The categories refllect entrance standards and academic offerings and
whether a sc~ool emphasiz.es ~du-

..

U of L's six-year graduation rate,
26 percent, tied with the University of
Alaska at Fairbanks' rate for the secate education and research.
Within each category, the magazine ond-lowest among all national univerdivides schools into four "tiers" of sities.
U of L Provost Carol Garrison said
.what it considers to be descending
levels of quality. Schools are·placed in such measures can be "misused bethe tiers by a formula that combines cause they don't show the full picacademic reputation, retention and ture."
graduation rates, student selectivity
She said many . U of L students
and other factors.
don't fit the traditional profile 9f a
Among the 228 national universi- college student and "have reasons
ties rated, the only Indiana or Ken- they are movin~ in and out of the unitucky school in the top "tier'' of 50 versity system.' She said some intend
schools was the University of Notre to transfer, and some enroll without
inte_nding to earn a degree. :
Dame, in 19th place.
·
"One of the things we pride ourIndiana's Valparaiso· University,
selves
on is the diversity of our stuButler University and the University
of Evansville won high ratings among dent population," she said.
regional universities in the Midwest. . U of L also made U.S. News' list of
St. Mary's College in Notre Dame, national universities where students
Ind., was ranked first, and Taylor graduate with the biggest debts.
University in Fort Wayne, Ind., tied Amon11 U of L's 1996 graduates, the
for third among regional liberal arts magazme said, 30 percent had taken
·out loans, and their average debt was
colleges in the Midwest.
Purdue University, Indiana Univer-· $17,895 - compared witli a national
sity and the University of Kentucky average of $13,788.
· Garrison declined to comment on
placed in the second tier of national
universities. Indiana University-Pur- the debt-load report..
due University at Indianapolis placed · Indiana's Ball State University
in the third tier, and the University of made the corresponding list of nationLouisville, Indiana's Ball State Uni- al universities where students are rel·
versity and Indiana State University atively debt-free. About ·40 percent of
fell into the bottom tier.
last year's graduates at Ball State
For each school, the magazine were in debt, but the average amount
computed a predicted graduation rate, was only $8,000, the magazine said.
based on student test scores and
U.S. News listed Kentucky State
school spending, and compared that University, Kentucky's only historicalwith the actual graduation rate. Pur- ly black college, among regional unidue and IU exceeded their predicted . versities in the South witli the most
graduation rates by 12 percent and 13 diverse student bodies. KSU now enpercent,· respectively; lUPUI fell IO rolls nearly as manyy,hite students as
percent below its· predicted rate; and black students.
: ...
•·
UK and U of L fell short of their pre- · Goshen Ond) College made the
dicted rates by 8 percent and 9 per- magazine's list of national liberal arts
cent, respectively.
colfeges with the highest rates of atBall State bettered its predicted tendance by international students.
graduation rate by 12 percent, and In- About 8 percent of the more than 900
diana State matched its predicted students at the Mennonite school are
from other countries.
rate.
#
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The dropout class
Many enroll in college but leave without a degree
success. But that is not a universal
suspect that we would proclaim a
igher education occupies an
national scandal if high school
view. Stanfield recently collected
important and expanding
dropout rates, currently about 10
dissenting opinions that add up to
role in the life of the United
percent, were anywhere near as
the conclusion that people are not
States. As a major component in
high as what colleges and universi- equally equipped to deal with colour..third-largest industry - educa- ties routinely tolerate and report.
lege life and that they do not benetional services - it generates revThe odds that a college freshfit equally from the possession of
enues approaching $200 billion a
college degrees. Former labor secreman at a Division 1 school will
year and supports a labor force of
graduate within six years are a littary Robert Reich told Stanfield
about 2 million people. More stuthat "far too many young people
tle better than 50-50. The composdents (15 million plus) are enrolled
... are finding that what they're
ite rate is 56 percent, but 130-odd
in the system than in our high
schools fail to graduate more than
being trained for in college has litschools (about 12 million).
half of their enrollees. At dozens of tle or no relevance to getting a
We rely on this system to prothese schools, dropout and failure
. good job." That's one factor in the
duce our scientists, health care pro- rates are far higher, reaching in the high dropout rate. Another factor is
fessionals, financial analysts, culmost extreme case more than 90
the high cost of a college education
tural custodians, business manpercent at Northeastern Illinois
and the accumulation of debt in the
agers, teachers, lawyers, engineers
University. The dropout-failure rate course of paying for it.
and humanists. Students rely on it,
at the University of Arkansas in
The "mythology" - Reich's
most of all, to supply credentials
Little Rock is 82 percent, at Chicaword - that a diploma equals ecothat open doors labeled "success"
go State University, 84 percent and nomic success produces college enand "affluence" in
at Texas Southern
rollees who may have neither the
American life; threeUniversity, 88 peracademic aptitude nor the interest
fourths of our students Students are more cent. At more than 20 required for a degree. Robert Reissay they are in college
chauer of the Brookings Institution
or less forced Into schools between 70
to "be able to get a
percent and 80 perwonders if job success is the result
college to satisfy
better job" and "to be
cent of students fail
of what colleges are "filling these
employers who
able to make more
to graduate within
empty young minds with" or the
have a need for
money."
six years. These
result of the "inherent ability (colnumerate-literate
The media proschools include the
lege graduates) are bringing to
duce, of course, a
kids, but they can't University of
their jobs? It's probably more of
tremendous volume of
the latter than the former."
trust a high school Louisville.
news dealing with the
These
statistics
Many students leave high
dlploma to mean
activities of 13,000 or .
are supplied by the
school unprepared for college or
anything.
so scholarship stu- ·
Division 1 schools
the labor market. They are more or
dents: the varsity athand are published in
less forced into college to satisfy
letes attending the 306 big sports
the Chronicle of Higher Education.
employers who, according to Frank
schools in Division 1 of the Nation- Graduation rates for smaller colLevy of MIT, have a need for "nual Collegiate Athletic Association.
leges and universities are not inmerate-literate kids, but they can't
The Washington Post recently
cluded in the survey but are as•
trust a high school diploma to
published a story about concern at
sumed to be comparable. American mean anything on those grounds."
Georgetown University over the
College Testing, according to
Today, 80 percent of the colleges
low graduation rate of its male bas- Rochelle Stanfield of the National
accepting freshmen offer remedial
ketball players. This subject crops
Journal, reported that in 1996 "27
courses, and a third of freshmen
up periodically across the country:
percent of freshmen at four-year in- take at least one such course.
the idea that athletes are being restitutions failed to return for their
The debate about the convencruited who really don't belong in
sophomore year, the highest attritional wisdom that "everyone
college because of limited academic tion rate in the 13-year history of
should go to college" is not one the
interests or abilities. That is.un- ·
.its survey. At two-year institutions, . press has explored with any degree
doubtedly true in some cases. But
44 percent dropped out. ... (ACT)
of thoroughness. It runs counter to
Division 1 athletes as a class are
calculates that only 45 percent of
egalitarian assumptions about our
more likely to get their degrees
the students who graduated from
society and is therefore hard to
than nonathletes.
high school in 1982 and earned at
handle. But the high· dropout rates
The numbers make it obvious
least 10 college credits had received colleges are reporting deserve atthat the story is not whether a
a bachelor's degree by the time
tention. It's a problem that's not
handful of basketball players is out they were 30 years old."
going away and one that won't be
of place in the classroom, but
These attrition rates are likely
solved by crackdowns on basketwhether millions of other college
to trouble those who believe that a
ball players.
students are in the same boat. I
© THE W ASHINGTON POST
college diploma is an essential for
.
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fact, the school ranks sixth among
all public state universities in numsk a handful of college students hanging out at the stu- bers of Rhodes Scholars, and it
consistently has produced some of
dent union whether they're
the nation's top doctors, journalists,
having fun being away from home
engineers and business leaders.
for the first time, enjoying their
Current president David Hardesty
first real experience of adult indeis one of its more than two dozen
pendence, and the answer you're
Rhodes Scholars.
likely to get is a resounding "you
Unfortunately for West Virginia
bet!" But does that make these kids
and
other universities tarred by the
.. party animals" - wasting their
Princeton Review's "par ty school"
parents' money on beer and bacdesigna tion, there's no place they
chanalia?
can
go to get their reputation back.
The Princeton Review seems to
One
reason: the Review surveythink so.
ors visit individual campuses, on
By naming a college or univeraverage, about once every three
sity "Top Party School," the New
years. And when they do, their surYork-based company that publishveys consist of brief interviews
es guides for college-bound high
that seem a lmost designed to conschool seniors, makes an annua l
fer a "Top Party School" designaritual of smearing entire student
bodies based on dubious surveys of tion. The West Virginia survey, for
example. was a result of interviews
as few as 100 students.
with fewer than 150 students
T his year's "winner" is West
(culled from a student body of
Virginia University, an institution
already thoroughly abused because 22,000) in the Mountainlair Student
Union immediately before a big
it's often perceived as being in the
heart of Appalachia and a bit back- football game.
lf you wanted to get a distorted
woodsy. West Virginia's historic
view of college life - at any colMorgantown campus is hardly a
lege - this would be the ideal
den of sodden drunks - or unculway. It does seem a bit of a stretch
tured yahoos, for that matter. In
B Y ERIC PETERS

A

=
2

u

to seek objective responses to q~es'
tions about a university's reputa.. , ,
tion for partying in the midst of-the
hype that accompanies Pigskin - -·.:_
Madness. Even the study's authors
won't argue the point.
v ....,
"We are not out to do a scielitif:
ic survey," admits Ed Custard, l'eatt
author of the Princeton survey. ... .!~
Of course not. They're out to:~
create a promotional gimmick tl}a,t,;
hypes sales of the Princeton Re- ·
view even if it meru1s tarnishing'. ' N
the reputation of a school like Wesi
Virginia that has turned out 25 :-::-::
Rhodes Scholars and has a job :.:::.:
placement rate for graduates well
above 90 percent.
,, . ,
"The interviews took place <\~.q.
time that's inconsistent with the
rest of the school year," noted :-:...: ~
WVU student body president : -:-:.
Rachel Welsh, who won election. in ,
a landslide on a - get this - non:;
drinking platform.
,., ,. ,

■ Eric Peters is a veteran Wash-~:.·
ington journalist and a 1989 grad-'.:
uate of George Mason University..,,.,
in Fairfax. Va .. a school that ne.v~f,
managed to crack the Princeton
Review's "Top 25" party list. ...,
,,.,
,,-.. ~

Father-son·EKU tean
remembered in fund
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERAU>LEAOER STAFF WRITER

cholarship fund has been
stablished in honor of two
f the "founding fathers" of
Eastern Kentucky University.
The J. Dorland Coates and
Thomas Jackson Coates Endowed
Scholarship Fund was established
by a bequest from the late Elizabeth Coates, who was the wife of J.
Dorland Coates a nd daughter-inlaw of Thomas Jackson Coates. It
wi)l provide for a $40,000 scholarship endowment for the College of
Education.
The bequest also includes a
donation of books from the personal library of J. Dorland Coates
to EKU Libraries.
Thomas Jackson Coates, a native of Pikevi11e, was Eastem's
third president (1916-28). During
his tenure, Eastern became a fouryear institution known as the
Eastern Kentucky State Normal
School and Teachers ColJege.
· His son was at Eastern 19351969 as principal of Model High
School and director of laboratory
schools.

EASTERN
A $1 million gift from a H
Eastern graduate will be used
establish the university's first 1
dowed chair, the Robert B. M
gan Endowed Chair in insurar
studies.
Morgan, president and ch
executive officer of Cincinnati .
nancia l Corp., a lso is chairman
the EKU Foundation board of ,
rectors.

MOREHEAD
Karla Becraft of Clearfield h
been named the first recipient oft
Morehead High School Scholarshi
Last year former students a1
teachers from the old school he
their first All School Reunion a1
formed a committee to establish
scholarship in the name of the c
high school. The scholarship w
be awarded annually to a Row;
County Senior High School grad
ate who will attend Morehe,
State University.
. Becraft, 18, will attend Mor
head in fall, majoring in pre-phy!
cal therapy.
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By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-J oumal

This year's entering college students set higher academic goals and
are better equipped to reach them
than prior freshman classes, according to the College Board.
SAT test results for last year's high
school seniors, released yesterday,
include the highest average mathematics score in 26 years - 511, up
three points over the previous year.
The average SAT verbal score was
505, the same as in the prior year.
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skills aren't keeping pace with math
skills, that black and Mexican-American men are falling behind in educational attainment and that high
schools are guilty of grade inflation.
Since 1987, the survey showed, the
population of SAT test-takers reporting grade averages of A-minus or
better has grown from 28 percent to
37 percent, while their SAT verbal
scores have fallen 13 points and their
math scores have fallen one point.
In Kentucky, 59 percent of last
year's seniors who took the SAT reported grade averages of at least Aminus. Prior years' figures were not
available, but in Jefferson County "I
haven't spotted any grade inflation
going on," said Rodosky.
The College Board said about onethird of freshmen at four-year colleges have taken Advanced Placement examinations and the number
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In Kentucky, 35 percent of last
year's seniors who were surveyed
· said they wanted to earn a doctorate
or related degree.
Nationally and in Kentucky, about
one-fifth of the SAT· test-takers last
year said they intended to major in
health-related fields. The next most
popular intended major fields for
Kentucky students were engineering,
, business and the social sciences.
Nationally, minority students taking the SAT were.at an all-time high
of 32 percent, up from 22 percent IO
years ago, and the averag~ scores
had risen for all.minority groups except Mexican-Americans. In Kentucky, black students comprised just
5 percent and other minority students
7 percent of last year's seniors who
took the SAT.
The College Board said the survey
turned up troubling signs that verbal
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county has risen, scores have remained stable or risen.
John Sizemore, the county's assistant superintendent for high school
instruction, said students are encouraged to take the SAT in part because
it sharpens their test-taking skills and
confidence.
The College Board surveyed I.I
million 1997 graduates who took the
SAT and 400,000 who took Advanced
Placement examinations and found
they had better academic grounding
and more interest in postgraduate degrees than their predecessors.
Nationally, 43 percent of the SAT
test-takers had taken at least 20 yearlong academic courses, up from 41
percent in 1996 and 34 percent 10
years ago. About one in four of the
students said they planned to earn a
doctoral or related degree, up from
17 percent in 1987.
·

In Kentucky, the average verbal
score was 548 and the average math
score was 546. In Indiana, the average scores were 494 on the verbal
portion and 497 on the math portion.
Just 12 rercent (5,581) of recent
high schoo graduates took the test in
Kentucky, where the ACT- is the
dominant test for the college-bound.
In Indiana and much of the rest of
the nation, the SAT predominates,
and 57-percent of last year's seniors
in· Indiana and 42 percent of those
across the nation took the SAT.
About one in five high school seniors in Jefferson County took the
SAT last year, and their average
scores were 533 on the verbal test
and 532 on the math test, said Bob
Rodosky, the district's director of accountability, research and planning.
He called it encouraging that, whife
the number of SAT test-takers in the

College Board
says math results
on SAT are up
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is growing yearly.
Sizemore said only about five c
Jefferson County's 21 high school
now offer Advanced Placemer
classes. Rodosky said some school,
including duPont Manual and Ballar
high schools, have turned to Ad
vanced Placement as an alternative t
the district's Advance · Prograrr.
which some critics have called dis
criminatory.
The College Board said the school
that received the most score report
from SAT test-takers in Kentuck
were the University of Kentucky
University of Louisville, Westen
Kentucky University, Centre Colleg,
and Transylvania University. The out
of-state schools that got the mos
score reports for Kentucky student,
were Vanderbilt University, Miam
University of Ohio and the UniversitJ
of Cincinnati.
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have been proposed, and about 20 of
them could come to the council for
approval this year. But Cox said it
hasn't been decided when the council
should change its current policy,
which limits approval to programs
for which there's an urgent neeq,.

New state
education
council gets
-'to-do' list
Strategic agenda,
tuition rates likely
to get early attention
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal

A host of new and old responsibil-

ities are vying for the attention of the
new state Council on Postsecondary
Education, and the panel is trying to
decide which to tackle first.
The council's staff presented it
with a "to-do" list during an orientation meeting yesterday at Jewish
Hospital in Louisville. Gary Cox, the
council's acting president, provided
some tips about which items require
prompt action.
Some, such as developing an operating budget and construction requests, have to be done by Nov. 15 to
conform to a legislative timetable.
The postsecondary education-reform
law that created the council also imposed "very, very imposing longran~e requirements," some of which
don t require fulfillment until 2020,
Cox said.
He said the council should quickly
develop a strategic agenda for the
state's system of umversities and
community and technical colleges.
He said ttft! council will also get to
work on tuition rates and trx to coordinate its work with the new Strategic Committee on Postsecondary
Education, which is conducting the
search for a council president.
Cox also urged swift action on the
reform law's requirement that the
council establish a "vinual university" that would make higher education more widely accessible through
electronic means. The law contains
no deadline for the vinual university's creation, but there's such a
strong trend nationally toward hightech delivery of instruction that "it's
going to happen with or without us,"
Cox said.
Already, he said, some 3,000 college-level courses are available on
the Internet.
Cox said council member Lee
Todd, founder of Data Beam Inc. and
the Kentucky Science and Technology Council, is already helping other
states with similar initiatives and is
willing to take a lead role on the issue for the Kentucky council.
The council must also set standards for distributing $15 million that
the legislature placed in three trust
funds that are intended to provide incentives for the kinds of research and
service that will most benefit the
state. It must also adopt programapproval policies so that a partial
moratorium on program approval imposed by the old Council on Higher
Education can be lifted.
Sue Hodges Moore of the council
staff said about 58 new university
and community college programs

MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1689

606-783-2030

The reform law authorizes the
council to limit program duplication.
"So how much do you do in new proJramming while you're trying to decide what to do about existing programs?" Cox asked.
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CoHeges depend more
on part-time labor
I

•

BY BRENT STAPLES

enured professors are held in such
contempt that just about everyone
feels free to demonize them. But
while the country fixates on the cloistered
academic with the cushy job for life.
tenure is actually withering of its own accord. Data from the United States Department of Education and the American As,
sociation of University Professors show
that only about 25 percent of America's 12
million college teachers are tenured - a
proJX)rtion that is surprisingly sma.11 and
decreasing. In addition, of current full-time
faculty who do not have tenure, only about
40 percent are eligible to apply, down from
about 60 percent two decades ago. Most
college teachers can look forward to parttime work at best. Almost half of four-year
faculty and 65 percent of two-year faculty
are part-timers.
Most are the campus equivalent of migrant workers, with no stake at all in the
schools for which they work. They earn
about $1,500 a course, with no benefits or
pension. With such miserly pay, many of
them hold several jobs at once, and spend
the week rushing from one campus to the
next. This leaves little time for faculty
meetings, thoughtful readings of assignments or the one-on-one student contact
that even middling colleges once took for
granted. The Chronicle of Higher Education recently referred to migrants as •'invisible faculty" who stand at the margins
of campus life and disappear when the bell
rings. Not many industries could flourish
with such an atomized work force. Judging
from recent articles and complaints, colleges dominated by adjunct labor are colleges to avoid.
The part-time revolution was in some
measure a resJX)nse to the tenure system,
which had grown cumbersome and expensive, particularly for institutions with
small endowments and shrinking revenues. Tenure was created 50 years ago as
a way of insuring academic freedom for
scholars who traveled uncharted areas or
held unpopular views. The promise of a
job for life allowed universities to compensate for meager pay, while trumping more
lucrative offers from the private sector.
Still, many colleges scrutinized tenure candidates poorly before locking them into
·
place. As money got tighter,
colleges
found themselves over tenured ~ over
budget, a predicament that worsened after ·
Congress changed the mandatory retirement law.
Bennington College made headlines in

T

some

1994 when it abolished tenure and placed
its faculty on contracts. A few mid-rank ;;: .
schools have tinkered with the mechanism,
typically adding post-tenure review. Butno major college or university has fol- ..__
lowed the Bennington exampJe. 1be University of Minnesota tried and failed. Last~-=
year, the state was thrown into chaos ~_;:,~-.
when the university trustees tried to intro-,, .
duce a layoff provision and threatened txr ;.
dismiss professors who did not maintaiq., .~
"cooperative" attitudes. The faculty threat- ·.
ened to unionize - unheard of at the most ::
important state universities. The univemv:ty's Board of Regents abandoned the plan,"
realizing that it was driving away yoll!'}g
talent.
.~,·~·
Nationally, early retirement incentives , ....
have substantially lightened c:olleae pay: .... :.
rolls. Even so, all but the first-rank schools!::
have replaced retirees with part-timers. m·:·
the once-enviable public systems of Cali-. - .,
fomia and New York City, full-time faculty·.
have dwindled as the adjunct ran.ks have
grown. Diminished opJX)rtunity is drivilfg
men in particular from the field, leading ta 1•
what researchers call the "feminization" of
teaching.
_,.
But the part-time revolution has
scarcely touched the elite schools, which. _
argue that tenure is needed to attract thebest candidates and to maintain institutional integrity. At Swarthmore College,
consistently among the top colleges in the
country, the provost, Jennie Keith. says the·
cost is well worth it.
·
Outside of lab workers and substitutes for faculty on ·sabbatica~ all faculty mern- ,
hers at Swarthmore are on the tenure · " · '
track. They are first given four-year con- .
tracts, which may or may not be renewed.:..'!
and come up for tenure during the sixth·
year, by which time they have been thor- •
oughly evaluated. "We expect our profes- ··
sors to do a great deal of intensive, one-0none teaching," Keith said. "They advise . ·
students on research projects and are essentially on call around the clock. We ask
a lot of them. It's only fair that we give · •
something in return."
Tenure does not guarantee vibrant
resourceful teaching. But the "invisible faculty" system that is replacing it precludes ;
the stability that makes the best teaching ,
at least possible. Colleges need to find the
midJX)int between faculties that grow sta,1e-.
and stay ia place no matter what and fat- ·•
ti.lties of migrants dashing to and from ~:
their cars.
-·

a.no

■ Brent Staples writes editoriafs for

New York Times.
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4 finalists chosen
for top WKU post
Ramsey, Ransdell
have close ties
to the university
By CYNTHIA EAGLES
The Courier-Journal

'

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - After a
search in which candidates were kept
largely secret, the regents at Western
Kentucky University this week introduced three of their four finalists for
president.
On M~nday it wa~ James Ramsey,
Western s vice president of finance
and administration who is also on
loan to Frankfort as state budget director.
On Tuesday it was Gary Ransdell
vice president of administration and
advancement at Clemson University
in South Carolina.
And yesterday Western was host to
Edward Hammond, president of Fort
Hays State University in Hays, Kan.
The fourth finalist, insurance executive Eugene PaYI)e of Austin Texas
is scheduled to VISit next Wednesday.'
After Payne's visit, Westem's regents will go into closed session to
decide whether they have a clear
choice for the successor to Thomas
Meredith, who left Western in May to
become chancellor of the University
of Alabama system.
. It h~s. been an impressive ~nveilmg, g1vmg. anyone interested the
chance to meet and assess the final-

ists.

There have been breakfasts with
community leaders, questions from a
focus group and open meetings with
faculty, staff and students.
After each session, participants are
being asked to mail, fax, call or email their opinions to the regents,
many of whom have been sittmg in
on the sessions as well.
"The goal was to see how they interact With the campus community
and_ also the_ local community and the
busmess leaders and students," said
regent Cornelius Martin of Bowling

Green, who heads the search committee.
Many observers think the re~ents
will have a tough time deciding
among the finalists, particularly between Ramsey and Ransdell, both of
whom have strong ties to Wester;n.
With Ramsey, Western promotes
someone with valuable Frankfort
connections and insight. With Ransdell, the school gains a proven fundraiser.
"I'm just glad I don't have to vote,"
said Bowling Green attorney Kevm
Brooks, who is both a fraternity
brother and friend of Ransdell's and
chairman of the Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber or ·Commerce,
which endorsed Ramsey a few weeks
ago.
But the regents and others directly
involved in the search insist that no
candidate has an edge. In fact, it appeared to be a badge of honor this
week . to be seen as impartial and
open-minded until all the contenders
have had their say.
"This process is much more careful, much more open and much more
professiorilll than what we had in the
past," said Faculty Senate.Chairm_an
Arvin-Vos, a philosophy professor.
He and other faculty and staff representatives said they have· been
pleased to see th~t the r~g~nts are serious about getting their mput, and
serious about considering a)l four
candidates equally.
"It is the most important decision
that we will ever make as regen~s.'-'
said Regents chairwoman Peggy
Loafman. "We're wanting someone
who will make Western the leader in
(higher) education reform and who
will take us to the next level, into the
next century."
The "next level" is "more than a
regional university," she said.
"We want to be nationally known
in more of our programs. And we
want to make sure when someone
graduates from Western Kentucky
University, their degree is something
they're proud of and say is the rea-

son they're successful.''
Accordingly, this week's finalists
tailored their pitches to highlight
how they would
lead
Western
forward.
RAMSEY made a point of reminding people Monday that he has
a strong academic side ~s an eco~o-

mist· he teaches a class m economics
at Western in addition to his other
duties.
Ramsey said Western needs to
sharpen its focus and think of the big
picture to avoid being run over by
new technology. Computers and the
World Wide Web offer l'eople new
ways to learn and ac~ess 1nformat[on
without going to a urnvers1ty, he said.
But if Western takes a leading role
in the development of a ''virtual'.'
statewide university, not only _could 11
slow its competition but it also mi~ht
free up resources spent on educat_mg
remote students and on expensive,
low-demand courses, such as certain
foreign languages, he said.

Ramsey has- not stressed that -he
lias close-ties to -Gov-:-Paii!Patton:But Patton made that point a month
ago at a Western luncheon, when he
called Ramsey one of his key advisers, along with chief of staff and political adviser Andrew "Skipper"
Martin and Cabinet Secretary Crit
Luallen.
"This is a unique time in higher
education in Kentucky," Ramsey said
of Patton's . successful _push for
ch~nges in the Kentucky higher education system.
"When history is written, I want
Western to be the leader. I don't
want history to say this was a time of
missed opportunities.''
RANSDELL, clearly ·aware of
Ramsey's advantages as an insider,
described himself as a Western.
graduate and former staffer who left
ca_m_pus. )7 years _ago to pursue admm1strat1ve expenence at other institutions.
"We grew up here, and the last
few years we've been away at other
good universities getting the experience necessary to come back to
Western," Ransdell said.
He also addressed the insider issue
by talking about the likely need for
Western to hire someone as a l~slative liaison to free up the president
for other duties. Ransdell said!'governmental affairs". staffers are "Ii
common phenomenon in higher education." ·
.
Ransdell's pitch also focused on
his fund-raising experience, and he
argued that likely the only way Western could improve its acadelD!c reputation would be to raise more money
itself.
One example he cited was a scholarship program he developed with
the Coca-Cola Foundation in Atlanta
that gave Clemson University a way
to recruit top students.
Ransdell said Clemson raised its
SAT score average by 100 points under the program and increased the
number of minority students.
HAMMOND, meanwhile, presented himself as an experienced president, thanks to his tenure at Fort
Hays State University.
Among his accomplishments, he
said, was his school's guaranteed
four-year degrees or the fifth year is
free, graduates' high employment
rate, growing enrollment and computer and Internet access for students.
But what he really stressed was the
changing nature of education, thanks
to innovations such as the Internet.
Like Ramsey, Hammond said he
thinks Kentucky has an opportunity
to lead the transformation of higher
education in the information age.
"Technology is changing so fast,
I've found some 40 full MBA pro- grams on the Internet," Hammond
said. "State borders are going to dis- ,
appear."
. Already 900 Fort Hays students usmg computers and other technology
have earned degrees without ever
setting foot on campus, he said.
~AYNE, in a telephone interview,
said that during his visit next week,
he plans to talk about Western's need
to have a sharply defined mission
play a key role in economic develop'.
ment, and produce responsible contributing graduates.
'
Payne said he also will discuss
what he considers to be the president's key role in fund raising.
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-chancey donates
$1million to U of L
Money targeted
to new program
in business study
By DAVID McGIN1Y
The Courier-Journal
Malcolm 8. Chancey Jr., who rose
from modest circumstances to be-

come one of Louisville s most promi1

nent business and civic leaders, is
givin!l the University of Louisville
$1 million to help students with
promising ideas for new businesses.
The endowment will create four
fellowships or assistantships a year
for top students in a new U of L pro-•
gram that offers a joint master's degree in engineering and business.
The intent of the program is to
give students not only the engineering background to develop promising
new ideas, but also the entrepreneurial background to make them the basis for new products or businesses.
The joint-degree program, now a
year old, is the first degree program
at U of L combinin~ technicaf and
entrepreneurial trainmg. It currently
has 25 mechanical engineering students in it; the goal is to build enrollment to 100.
"Our vision is that by identifying a
select few engineering students who
also are interested in 1earning about
business, we will be able to support
people in launching of new products
and services, and eventually create
11

new businesses for the community,
Robert Taylor, dean of the College of
Business and Public Administration.
"I think it's payback time," Chancey saidJesterday, explaining why
he create the endowment. He graduated from U of L with a business degree in 1954, and "the university has
done a lot for me," he said.
"If it wasn't for the university and
the access I had to it, I probably
wouldn't have enjoyed-the success
that I have. It's been sort of the cornerstone of my business life and my
personal life, too."
Chancey, the oldest of nine children, grew up in Fairdale and
worked as a cook and busboy while
in high school. He was the first in his
famify to go to college. In 1968 he
joined the former Liberty National
Bank as a systems specialist and rose
to become the -head of the bank before it . merged:.cwith. Banc One of
Ohio in 1994.
He also became one of Louisville's
most active and influential civic leaders; he has been called one of the
three or four most powerful people in
the city.
Although Chancey, 65, is retired,
he still has an office at the bank and
has remained active in numerous
community groups. He is chairman
of a campaign to generate more support for research programs and endowments at the university.
Chancey.. said he thought·that by
making a contribution fiimself, he
could give a boost to the university
fund-raising campaign he heads, ·and
he thought the fellowships would
also help support an economic-development imtiative · announced this
week by a task-fbtce of some of Louisville's IIJOSt ·prominent business
leaders.
The task force - of which Chancey was a member- advocated making the universitr a source of research and.expertise that would help
develop and.attract business.

Chancey said yesterday that the
fellowships he is endowing would
promote that i:(!al an°'_h_elP. keep talented people-, and their 1ileas - in
the community. He Sllid that one area
he though~ could particularly benefit
from engineering ideas was biomedical science,. :an: area that the Jask
force said offered great potential for
economic development in Louisville.
He estimated:that ihe enaowiiient
would generate alio_ut $50,000 to

sso;oq_9,a-_year-forfel1owships'Jin<Fwo~lg_,entQurag11Jlle ·lliri",-0fiiitte ,

dis'ci1111nafy e<11!chf1b\i lie-Wo111a-1r•i,

valued when heJ-'-·''"
· · },Y-If.·
w~s a.-- s"tudenrsuch fellowsliips,had been available
!he~, h,; said, ''.l'.d have l)een the first

m1me.

. 'f!:e ~I million sum is "a major
gift s~td Margaret Bromley of the
umve_rs!ty's development office. "A
$1 mtlhon gift does not come your
way every day." ·
_
,. · And Chancey said that for him, it's
.• p_retty substantial sum. It's one my
f?mtl:,: a_n~ I talked ab_out. Jhe ood
n1:ws 1~ ( ~an •ff~rd to do-it;:1,Jess/•
VO!h m1mmum pam.
,·. . . - ..
"I'm glad to do it. It's high time I
stepped up!to the plate."
.
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ACC,PCC
students
seek state
board post
Hope to be
selected for
KCTCS seat
By GEORGE WoLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Student
government presidents at
Northeastern Kentucky's
two community colleges
both say they intend to
seek the community college student seat available OI\ - the new Kentucky Community and
Technical College System
board.
Lisa Maynard, 30, told
fellow members of the
Ashland Community College Board of Directors
on Wednesday that she
and counterparts from 12
other community colleges across the commonwealth will convene
Sept. 6 or 13 at Elizabethtown to elect one person
from their number.
That person will represent students at all community colleges and will
have a half-vote on the
KCTCS board, named in
June after the General
Assembly passed Gov.
Paul Patton's higher education restructuring propcisal.
Maynard will join
Anita. Williams, 32, of
Mouthcard. Prestonsburg
Community College's student representative, in
seeking the post.

Selection of the student
representative will help
determine where the faculty representative also with half a vote will come from. The
same school can't have
both.
That shouldn't be a
problem for Maynard's
candidacy. Jimmy Jack
Miller. who represented
all his peers on the University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees before
responsibility for community colleges was
shifted to KCTCS, has
stepped down and said he
wouldn't seek faculty
seat on the new board.
Miller. who teaches
communications at ACC.
said he knew of no other
member of the faculty
there who wants to run
for the position. He said
Jack Hanel of Jefferson
Southwest Community
College and Andrew Halford of Paducah Community College were announced candidates for

the faculty post.
Maynard said her aspiration
for the seat is an extension of
her interest in politics. "If 1
see a problem. I like to address
it - not keep quiet."
She said she would soon
write letters to other student
reps soliciting their support.
"Only four of them were
present at the last UK Senate
meeting," she said. "I hope to
see more at Elizabethtown."
Williams. noting that both
she and Maynard are nontraditional students. said she
finds older students to be more
active on campus. She said she
wanted to work with the board
in setting up new programs
and working with students "so
they won't be scared of what's
happening. A lot of people are
afraid of change."
Technical schools will also
have a student and faculty representative on the board. Each
of those individuals will also
have a half vote.
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To skip or not to skip a year
is one question among many
By BOB DEITEL
The Courier-Journal

If you're thinking about trying to
enter college early, slow down. It
should be a very deliberate decision,
experts say.
A good first question to ask:

What's your main motivation?
.
"It should be a positive 'going ro
someplace I want to be' rather than
'!1elling away from a place I don't
hke;' " said Jack Geary. college
counselor at Louisville Collegiate
School.
A second question: Are you ready
in maturity as well as academics?
Success in college requires new
social skills and the ability to oversee
yourself, adapt to a new way of life
and still do your work.
"They have to be pretty secure
young people to go off and do that,"
Geary said. "They really need to
think through what it means - and
their preparation for it."
Many students benefit by sticking
around for a fourth year of high
school interaction, from clubs to
sports. Leaving school early also
means fol'!loing the perks and privileges of bemg a senior and perhaps a
school leader.
Even so, not every student needs
to complete that cycle, Geary said.
Some might thrive on Jumping into
campus life and drawmg on their
self'assuredness.
There are dollar issues too. Leaving early can limit opportunities for
scholarships, many of which require
a diploma along with good grades
and high test scores. Early entry also
shortens the time available to search
for the right college.
Instead of fleeing high school, a
student might be wise to move
gradually. Many colleges let advanced high school students take college-level courses.
Indiana University Southeast in
New Albany will admit capable high
school seniors to afternoon, evening

or weekend courses on campus. And
some !US faculty members travel to
high schools to teach groups of 12 to
15.
Bellarmine College in Louisville offers college-level courses at high
schools and last year began a "Joint
Enrollment" program allowing juniors and seniors to take introductorylevel courses on campus.
"Some students are very advanced, and their high schools just
cannot offer everything they need,"
said Tim Sturgeon, associate dean of

admissions.

The University of Lo9isville also
sends faculty to high schools and lets
motivated
high-schoolers
take
· courses on campus.
Colleges and high schools need to
work together to challenge students,

including senior~ who have no intention of leaving earl)', said Jenny Sawyer, U of L executive director of admissions. "If they're not motivated,
they might take a light curriculum almost like taking a year off. And
then they wonder why they don't do
well their freshman year, when all of
a sudden they've got heavy reading
and writing requirements."
A challenging fourth year in high
school might nudge more students
into scholarships and college-honors
programs, Sawyer said. "It's one.
thing to get a diploma; it's another to
excel and make the most of that ex-

perience."
There's ample room for colleges to
reach out to high school students
without wooing them away, Sawyer
said. "I think we've got a gap to fill."
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AND
Here's a
novel way
to spend
•
your senior year
in high school:
Skip it
By BOB DEITEL
The Courier-Journal
Brooke Skinner spent the end of summer break doing something unusual for
a high school senior-to-be: She shopped
for bedsheets, got a coffee-maker, gathered pens and notebooks, and headed to
college.
"I'm really ready," Brooke, 17, said
shortly before leaving for Simon's Rock
College in western Massachusetts.
After deciding a year ago that she
would like to skip her senior year,
Brooke worked out details with her
school, Louisville Collegiate, and then
searched for colleges that would admit
her without a diploma. ''What I found
was that most schools were pretty receptive," she said.
The deal from Collegiate was that
Brooke would receive her high school diploma after successfully completing
freshman year at college. She was sorry
to leave her old schoolchums but had no
other quahns, she said.
"I know that I'll be a lot better off....
I'm excited to get out there and do whatever I can."
It's an option that a surprising number of students have explored in recent
years, according to some colleges and
universities. Some colleges even court
the precocious crowd.
The tough part is deciding who is truly ready.

At the University of Louisville, for example, last year brought a burst of inquiries from high school juniors wanting
to become university freshmen. "I was
starting to get lots of calls," said Jenny
Sawyer, executive director of admissions.
Her response was to conclude that
"most students are best served by finishing that senior year."
"I was getting calls from students not top-ranked students but above-average students - who were anxious to
move on because they wanted to be outside the high school environment. But
what they weren't willing to accept was
that, academically, high school still had
a lot to offer them."
Based on its rules alone, U of L can
admit students early if they bring great
grades, high admissions-test scores and
the support of principals, guidance counselors and parents. But the reality: Most
young applicants are counseled to stay in
high school and find other ways to stay
motivated.
Bellarmine College hasn't promoted
early entry- although the school even
has fielded inquiries from parents of
high school sophomores. Those parents
thought their children needed more
challenges, said Tim Sturgeon, Bellarmine associate dean of admissions.
Sorry. Students must complete at least
their junior years to go to Bellarmine;
and even then they must excel academically, show matunty and be recommended by a principal, a guidance counselor
and a teacher. Acceptance would be rare.
As many colleges and universities
compete for top prospects, a range of institutions lets students apply to enter
without finishing high school.
The California Institute of Technology
says a diploma isn't required. The University of Florida allows "superior" students to enter after completini; their junior years. Georgia in 1993 instituted a
pro~ram that lets some students skip
semor year if they lack only one required credit in English or social science.
There's also Centenary College of
Louisiana; Randolph-Macon Woman's
College in Lynchburg, Va.; Wabash College in CrawfordsviHe, Ind.; Drew University in Madison, N.J ....
Elizabeth Cooke, another Louisville
Collegiate student who is foregoing her
senior year, said she looked at several
choices around the country before picking Macalester College in St. Paul, Minn.
"I knew I was ready, but I had no idea
what colleges would really think," said
Elizabeth, who recently turned 18.
Her academic credentials were strong.
She had squeezed in a math course the
summer before entering Collegiate. After
three7ears, she had completed all but
one o her required courses. She also·
took two English classes last summer
at Bellarmine College.
Those classes didn't bring high
school credit but helped show colleges she was ready, Elizabeth said.
She, too, knew it was time to move
up.:
"l' don't think I really saw much
left for me at high school."

Some high school juniors have
found other ways to skip the senior
rung on their scholastic ladders.
Liz Steinbock, a student at St.
Francis High School in Louisville, applied for an international opportunity: l,)nited World College, a two-year
program at various global locations.
Liz. 17, was one of three Americans
chosen to study in Bombay, India.
The program bridges high school
and college, Liz said. She'll earn her
high school diploma by completing
the first year and then will start getting college credits. "It really felt
right for me to leave," she said. "l
really felt secure in the education I
got at St. Francis."
Some students leave high school
early by cramming their required
courses into three years.
Tiana French graduated last spring
from the Brown School. a public
school in Louisville, by taking a correspondence course last fall to fulfill
a needed credit. She officially became a senior in the midst of her
third year and participated in events
with the graduating seniors. "And of
course I got made fun of a fair
amount," she cracked.

"That's just what friends are for, I
guess."
She loved her school but couldn't
see returning this fall just one course
shy of the 20 needed for graduation,
said Tiana, 17. She'll enter Transylvania University in Lexington, Ky., tomorrow. "I was confident in my abilities to handle college life, and my
parents were too. And that was kind
of important for the whole decision."
Squeezing credits into three years
will soon become harder for Kentucky students. Because of changes
this summer, the Class of 2002 will
need at least 22 credits to graduate.
In Jefferson County, the minimum
has been temporarily nudged up to
21, starting with the Class of 2000.
Brooke Skinner, the former Collegiate student, said she visited several
colleges but chose Simon's Rock for
its coziness - just 300 or so students. "I know myself," she said,
"and I know that if I went off to a
big crazy school, you know, in a big
city. , , I'd have too much fun."
Her courses this year will include
physics, French, Shakespeare, politics and photography.
Simon's Rock, a part of Bard College of New York, focuses on serving
advanced students ready to leave
high school after sophomore or junior year. After Brooke applied last
fall, Simon's Rock asked if she would
be interested in starting last January.
"But I wanted to finish up·the year,"
she said.
·
Heading off early does require
some adjustments, Brooke said. Consider the going-off-to-college party
she was given tliis summer.
It couldn't be a "graduation party"
of course; she hasn't graduated.
It had to lie called a· "transition
n::irtv."

